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ABSTRACT  
FIELD OBSERVATIONS AND MODELING OF THE 1957 EARTHQUAKE AND 
TSUNAMI ON THE ISLANDS OF THE FOUR MOUNTAINS, ALEUTIAN 
ISLANDS, ALASKA 
by 
Frances Rebecca Griswold 
May 2015 
Due to a lack of research in the Aleutian Islands, a comprehensive history of the 
Aleutian subduction zone is not developed; however, this study indicates that the 
Aleutian subduction zone is capable of generating magnitude ~9 earthquakes or larger in 
addition to trans-Pacific tsunamis. Comparison of simulated runup and observed runup 
will help to determine the characteristics of rupture in the eastern Aleutians. A recent 
survey of the tsunami wrackline produced by the 1957 Great Aleutian earthquake (Mw 
8.6) indicates runup up to 17.5 m in the Islands of the Four Mountains (presented here).  
Combined with other nearfield observations of 22 m on Umnak and 18.5 m on Unalaska 
(USGS), our measurements establish the 1957 tsunami as a significant tsunami in the 20th 
century. Through modeling this earthquake and tsunami and comparing simulations to 
nearfield observations, we conclude that the earthquake’s magnitude and amount of 
eastern slip are both higher than previously estimated. I propose several slip distributions 
that approximately recreate the observed runup; all of these distributions include high slip 
in the eastern portion of the aftershock zone, though the location of slip and intensity 
differ between models. No source model with a Mw = 8.6 was capable of generating the 
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observed 1957 runup; the event was likely at least Mw > 8.9. Because nearfield 
observations are limited to those listed above, and seismic records are inadequate, a more 
precise solution to the rupture pattern cannot be determined. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The directionality of the Aleutian subduction zone poses a threat to countries 
throughout the Pacific Ocean; however, tsunamis and the seismic history of the Aleutian 
Islands are relatively unstudied. The eastern Aleutian Islands are of particular interest to 
the United States because tsunamis from this area can affect both Hawaii and the west 
coast of North America. For example, the 1957 Great Aleutian Earthquake, the 
earthquake and tsunami this study focuses on, caused significant damage in the United 
States; Hawaii sustained five million dollars in damages and two villages were destroyed. 
In addition, the tsunami caused minor damage in San Diego Bay, CA and affected Chile, 
Japan, and El Salvador (NGDC, 2015). Similarly, a tsunami from a neighboring 
earthquake to 1957, the 1946 Aleutian Earthquake, destroyed infrastructure in Alaska, 
and Hawaii sustained twenty-six million dollars in damages (NGDC, 2015). 
 To better mitigate and plan for future damaging Aleutian events, the size and 
frequency of earthquakes and tsunamis need to be determined to characterize the 
potential seismic and tsunami hazards for countries throughout the Pacific (c.f. Kagan 
and Jackson, 1999; Swafford and Stein, 2007). Constructing a comprehensive picture of 
rupture is an important component for understanding where within the subduction zone 
earthquakes will have large slip, over how large an area rupture can occur, and how 
quickly the subduction zone becomes recoupled and able to rupture again (c.f. Geist et 
al., 2007). As these aspects of a subduction zone become better understood, we can begin 
to make accurate predictions and forecasts of trans-Pacific tsunamis.  
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Because modern seismic equipment was not available in 1957, a detailed slip 
distribution, including the amount, location, and depth of slip, during the 1957 earthquake 
cannot be well constrained. Therefore field observations of the resulting tsunami are 
required in order to better estimate earthquake parameters (Okal et al., 2004; Geist, 2002; 
Yeh et al., 2006; Okal, 2009). Modern surveys of wracklines immediately after a tsunami 
event provide runup and inundation documentation of the tsunami (ITST, 2015). These 
field measurements can then be used to evaluate earthquake rupture patterns with tsunami 
modeling programs by comparing observed runup values measured in the field to 
simulated runup (MacInnes et al., 2010; Hirata, 2003; Kveldsvik et al., 2009; Borrerro, 
2009; Lynette, 2012). The valuable wrackline measurements combined with forward 
modeling of the earthquake can ultimately determine a more precise earthquake 
magnitude and rupture pattern.   
Most tsunami surveys involving wracklines are conducted soon after the event; 
this study is unusual because the wrackline being measured is fifty-seven years old at the 
time of measurement. Most places around the world would not preserve a wrackline on 
the surface for that period of time due to urbanization, soil forming processes, or 
decomposition. The Aleutian Islands, however, provide a location where tsunami survey 
methodology (ITST, 2014) can be applied to much older historical tsunamis with 
virtually no instrumentation and imprecise analyses of the earthquake magnitude or 
extent of the aftershock zone. The main difference between the tsunami survey 
methodology of historical events and that of modern tsunami surveys is only the lack of 
eyewitness interviews. 
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 I chose the Islands of the Four Mountains (IFM), in the eastern section of the 
aftershock zone as a field site to study the 1957 Great Aleutian tsunami. This region may 
be located above an area of high slip during the earthquake (Johnson et al., 1994). 
Additionally, the USGS has an ongoing project studying the 1957 tsunami deposits and 
wracklines in the farthest eastern portion of the aftershock zone, on Unalaska and Umnak 
Islands (R. Witter, pers. comm., 2014, Witter et al., 2013, Gelfenbaum et al., 2014, La 
Selle et al., 2013); the IFM site extends records of the 1957 tsunami westward. By 
merging the USGS observations with new data from the IFM, I can define the inundation 
and runup of the 1957 tsunami across the eastern end of its rupture zone.  
 To recreate the rupture characteristics of the 1957 earthquake, I combined the 
tsunami runup from field investigations with tsunami simulations calculated using the 
GeoClaw code (LeVeque et al., 2011). Field investigations included mapping inundation 
and runup from wrackline locations and collecting tsunami sand samples in order to 
determine flow characteristics. I created earthquake source models of potential slip 
distributions as input files for tsunami simulations and compared simulated runup to my 
field data on IMF and the USGS field data on Unalaska and Umnak Islands. Ultimately, 
these comparisons enabled me to isolate slip and magnitude characteristics of the 1957 
rupture in its eastern extent, a first step towards developing a comprehensive 
representation of past earthquakes in the Aleutian Islands. 
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CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND 
Geologic Setting 
The Aleutian Islands are a volcanic arc located between the Pacific Ocean and the 
Bering Sea where the Pacific Plate is subducting beneath the Bering Plate at a rate of 66 
mm/yr in the eastern and central Aleutians (Cross and Freymueller, 2008) (Figure 1). In 
the western Aleutians, west of the Amchitka pass, relative plate motion transitions to 
strike-slip motion. 
 
Figure 1:Map of field areas, A) Field area in context of the Aleutian Island arc. The 
aftershock zone of the 1957 Great Aleutian Earthquake is pictured in red. B) Islands of 
the Four Mountains with volcanoes labeled. C) Umnak Island with USGS field site 
Driftwood Bay (Rob Witter, pers. comm., 2014) D) Unalaska Island with USGS field site 
Stardust Bay (La Selle et al., 2013). The location and value of observed runup in 
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Driftwood and Stardust bays are indicated by red dots and numbers. Background images 
are from Google Earth. 
The IFM are located at the eastern end of the central Aleutian Islands and consist 
of eight volcanoes: Herbert, Cleveland, Tana, Kagamil, Uliaga, Yunaksa, Amukta, and 
Carlisle (Figure 1). Two of these volcanoes, Cleveland and Carlisle, are active today. 
Cleveland and Tana are located on the large central island, Chuginadak, where I 
conducted fieldwork. Cleveland is one of the most active volcanoes in the Aleutians arc 
(Alaska Volcano Observatory, 2014). Kagamil and Yunaska have also been active in the 
past century; Kagamil last erupted in 1929 and Yunaska last erupted in 1937 (Global 
Volcanism Program, 2013). The IFM is bounded on either side by two deep, open-water 
passes that separate the IFM from the Fox Islands to the east and the Andreanof Islands to 
the west.  
Five major earthquakes occurred along the Aleutian arc in the past century 
(Figure 2). The largest events were the 1938 Alaskan, 1946 Aleutian, 1957 Aleutian, 
1964 Prince William Sound, and the 1965 Rat Islands earthquakes (Johnson and Satake, 
1997). These five events ruptured nearly the entire length of the Aleutian arc, excluding 
three seismic gaps, defined as areas on a fault thought to be capable of large ruptures and 
are considered overdue for rupture (Figure 2). Two of the three seismic gaps are in the 
eastern Aleutians (Lay et al., 1981).  
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Figure 2: Rupture area of earthquakes with a Mw > 8.0 in the last century (modified from 
Wesson et al., 2007). Year and Mw of rupture are noted. Seismic gaps, where historical 
rupture has not occurred, are labeled. Background image is from Google Earth. 
 
Tsunami Characteristics 
Earthquake parameters, such as depth of rupture and distribution of slip, affect 
tsunami runup (MacInnes et al., 2010). Tsunamis are waves generated when water is 
displaced suddenly. In the case of the 1957 Aleutian tsunami, displacement was due to a 
subduction zone earthquake; slip along the fault caused seafloor displacement, which in 
turn displaced the water column, generating a tsunami. Typically, shallow earthquake 
events produce larger tsunamis (Polet and Kanamori, 2000). Larger magnitude 
earthquakes generate higher average slip and if the higher slip produces more seafloor 
deformation, the larger earthquake will result in larger tsunamis (MacInnes et al., 2010). 
Ruptures on steeper dipping faults also generate larger seafloor displacement; tsunamis 
from these high-angle ruptures have a narrower wavelength than shallower dipping 
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earthquakes (Rabinovich et al., 2008). In addition to variations in the size and distribution 
of slip, a “tsunami earthquake” can produce a tsunami larger than expected from an 
earthquake’s magnitude if non-seismic sources for water column displacement, such as a 
submarine landslide or the uplift of sediments near the trench are associated with the 
earthquake (Fryer et al., 2004, Kanamori, 1972). 
Geologically, tsunami inundation leaves two primary depositional features on 
land: a wrackline and a sediment deposit (Figure 3). A wrackline is a continuous line of 
floatable debris and driftwood that represents the inundation and runup of the tsunami on 
land (MacInnes, 2010). Inundation is the maximum horizontal distance from the ocean 
that was flooded by a tsunami and runup is the elevation above mean sea level of the 
inundation point (ITST, 2015). Wracklines can be used to measure runup and inundation 
of a tsunami for as long as the wrackline is preserved.  
 
Figure 3: Definition of tsunami inundation and runup (modified from ITST, 2015). 
 
Typical sediment deposits left by tsunamis are continuous layers of sand that fine 
and thin inland, following topography (Dawson and Shi, 2000, MacInnes et al., 2010). 
The thickness and grain-size distribution of tsunami deposits have been used to estimate 
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the flow velocity and water depths of the tsunami as it flooded the land (Moore et al., 
2006, Higman and Bourgeois, 2008, Spiske and Bahlburg, 2011; Jaffe and Gelfenbaum, 
2007). Deposit extent can also provide a minimum estimate of inundation (Bourgeois et 
al., 1999), and, when compared within the same site, can be used to estimate the relative 
size and extent of paleotsunamis. 
Tsunamis are both erosive and depositional, depending on changes in flow 
velocity, water depth, and the amount of sediment available (Jaffe and Gelfenbuam, 
2007). Typically there are three zones associated with tsunami runup: erosion, deposition, 
and neither erosion nor deposition dominant (Jaffe and Gelfenbaum, 2007). In general, 
the erosional zone is present if the tsunami wave accelerates while inundating land. The 
depositional zone is landward of the erosional zone and sediment is able to deposit out of 
suspension (Jaffe and Gelfenbaum, 2007). The final zone is the farthest landward and no 
deposition or erosion occurs because the wave no longer has the energy to keep sediment 
in suspension. While this is an idealized sequence of a tsunami deposit, it is commonly 
present in wide coastal plains.  
 
The 1957 Great Aleutian Earthquake Parameters 
 The 1957 Great Aleutian Earthquake occurred March 9, 1957 at 14:22:31.9 GMT 
(NGDC, 2014), and was one of the largest earthquakes in the 20th century (Johnson et al., 
1994). The epicenter of this event was south of Atka Island (Latitude: 51.292º, 
Longitude: -175.629º) and the rupture extended 360 km west and 850 km east of the 
epicenter, the largest ever recorded at 1200 km (NGDC, 2015)(Figure 1).  
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 Because seismic recording technologies were not as advanced as they are today, 
many of the earthquake parameters for the 1957 earthquake, including magnitude, are 
widely disputed (Oliver and Murphy, 1971, Peterson and Hutt, 2014). The magnitude of 
the 1957 Aleutian earthquake has a wide range of solutions from a Mw  8.6 (Johnson et 
al., 1994), which is the currently accepted value in the National Geophysical Data Center, 
up to a Mw  9.1 (Kanamori, 1977) based on the aftershock area. The earthquake is 
estimated to have had significant moment release for approximately four minutes, with a 
rupture velocity limits of 1.5 km/s and 3.0 km/s, although these values are poorly 
constrained (Johnson et al., 1994). Johnson et al. (1994) calculated parameters of a source 
model for the 1957 earthquake from farfield tsunami tide-gauge observations and 
seismic-wave studies. Their inversion located the majority of the slip in the western part 
of the aftershock zone and virtually no slip occurring in the eastern half, with the 
exception of a small block directly below IFM (Figure 6). This is the only published 
source model available for the 1957 event.  
 
Observations of the 1957 Great Aleutian Tsunami 
No historical nearfield observations of the 1957 tsunami are known to exist; the 
central Aleutian Islands population density is and was negligible. However, the tsunami 
was registered at over 150 tide gauges and has 326 runup observations throughout the 
Pacific Ocean (NGDC, 2015). Trans-Pacific observations include measurable runup in 
Japan (3 m), Hawaii (10.4 m), Alaska (22.8 m), California (0.65 m), Chile (0.7 m), and 
French Polynesia (6 m)(NGDC, 2015). No direct fatalities occurred as a result of the 
earthquake or tsunami, however there was significant property damage in both Alaska 
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and Hawaii. Four sheep ranches were destroyed on Vsevidof Island, to the east of IFM, 
and several pipelines and fuel docks were destroyed on Adak, to the west of IFM. Hawaii 
incurred five million dollars in property damage from the tsunami (Strover and Coffman, 
1993). In addition, Vsevidof Volcano became active again after being dormant for 200 
years, having a fissure eruption on the west flank of the volcano (NGDC, Global 
Volcanism Program, 2015).  
The 1957 tsunami is the largest and only significant tsunami known to affect IFM 
in historical times. The 1960 Chile and 2011 Tohoku tsunamis could have also affected 
IFM, however, the recorded runup of these events in Dutch Harbor, Unalaska, AK, the 
closest tide gauge to IFM, were 0.7 m and 0.5 m respectively (NGDC, 2015).!
Ongoing research on the 1957 tsunami at Umnak and Unalaska, two islands east 
of IFM, is being conducted by the USGS. Preliminary results indicate Driftwood Bay, on 
Umnak Island, had runup of 22.8 m (R. Witter, pers. comm., 2014) and Stardust Bay, on 
the southeastern side of Unalaska Island, had runup of 18.5 m (Witter et al., 2013). 
Through 137Cs dating methods, the USGS teams identified wracklines and tsunami 
deposits at both locations as occurring from the 1957 event. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS 
Field Measurements 
Criteria for site selection in the IFM included the presence of a distinct wrackline, 
and/or a flat sandy coastal plain where tsunami deposit preservation might occur. My 
primary field sites at South Cove and Concord Point (Figure 4), on the south side of 
Chuginadak Island, were chosen prior to fieldwork using satellite images based on their 
coastal geomorphology. Additional sites (Figure 4) were added while in the IFM from 
aerial reconnaissance via helicopter and from word-of-mouth reports of possible 
wracklines from other scientists.  
My primary field objectives included identifying and measuring the elevation and 
distance inland of tsunami wracklines, tsunami deposits and scattered driftwood logs. The 
wrackline represented inundation and runup of the 1957 tsunami; wrackline identification 
methodology will be discussed below. To calculate inundation and runup, I measured 
topographic transects with a transit level and rod from sea level to the highest indicator of 
the 1957 tsunami at each site. The maximum tidal range during August fieldwork was 1.5 
m, from -0.24 m to 1.23 m. For the month of March (the month of the 1957 earthquake) 
the tidal range is ~1 m based on the Unalaska tide gauge (NOAA, 2015). Tides were not 
accounted for in transect calculations. Each transect also had varying degrees of error 
based on visibility and weather conditions. The Aleutian Islands are prone to extreme 
weather that includes heavy rain, wind, and fog. These conditions affected the accuracy 
of measurements because visibility was low and it was difficult to maintain a stable rod. 
Cumulative error during fair weather conditions averaged 0.63 mm in elevation and 125 
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mm horizontal distance. Cummulative error on transects measured during poor weather 
conditions, including SW Cleveland, Isthmus, Concord Point, the west profile in South 
Cove, and West Applegate, averaged 4.2 mm in elevation and 840 mm horizontal 
distance.  
 
Figure 4: Locations of field sites on IFM with maximum observed runup in meters. The 
islands are labeled; for volcano names see Figure 1B. USGS field sites and measurements 
for Umnak and Unalaska islands are on Figure 1C and D.  
 
Topographic transects were typically positioned at a central location to the 
wrackline that provided an average representation of runup. In order to also determine the 
maximum runup of the tsunami, I mapped the extent of the wrackline with GPS and the 
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transit level. The hand-held GPS provided a continuous line trace of the wrackline, with 
an average error of 3 m. Regular point measurements of the wrackline with the transit 
level and rod provided more exact elevation and lateral distances from the transect for 
isolated points within the wrackline. This mapping method was used at all sites except 
South Cove, which did not have a continuous wrackline.  
 
Tsunami Wrackline Identification 
Wracklines are continuous lines of floatable driftwood and debris that represent 
the farthest inland distance water traveled during the tsunami. Because there are no trees 
on IFM, every log was originally driftwood. Distinguishing tsunami wracklines from 
storm wracklines was difficult at times, however, there was ample evidence at all sites to 
do so including 1) equal degrees of vegetation cover on the logs and/or equal degrees of 
decomposition of all logs in the wrackline, 2), lack of debris material manufactured 
after1957, and 3) position relative to the modern beach and storm ridge. Based on these 
criteria, I determined that some locations did not definitively contain a 1957 wrackline 
and these were excluded from my study. 
1. Vegetation cover and decomposition: Logs from the 1957 tsunami had been 
resting on the land for 57 years at the time of field survey. I expected the 
vegetation cover and decomposition to vary from site to site related to local 
climatic and biotic conditions. Regardless of burial type, all logs deposited at the 
same time should indicate similar degrees of decomposition within the same site. 
Figure 5 shows a comparison of the decomposition levels between tsunami and 
storm driftwood.  
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Figure 5: Decomposition levels of tsunami logs at each field site. A) Isthmus B) South 
Cove, lower wrackline C) South Cove, scattered log D) Concord Point E) SW Cleveland 
F) N Cleveland G) Corwin Rock H) West Applegate I) Comparison between recent (light 
colored) and old storm (dark colored) logs to show decomposition levels overtime. These 
logs were found in a storm wrackline close to the modern storm ridge on SW Cleveland.  
 
2. Date of manufacture: Wracklines associated with the 1957 tsunami should 
contain only material manufactured before 1957, such as buoys, metal, and glass, 
with the possible exceptions of debris light enough to become airborne in strong 
winds like Styrofoam and pieces of light plastic. These lighter items could be near 
A B C
D E F
G IH
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the surface of the wrackline, but would not be covered by the same amount 
vegetation as driftwood logs and debris associated with the tsunami.  
3.   Inland position: Logs from the 1957 tsunami should lie in wracklines that run 
parallel to the current beach and storm ridge. The lateral distance between the 
wracklines and the active storm ridge provide additional support that a wrackline 
that fits criteria 1 and 2 is likely the wrackline from the 1957 tsunami. Storm 
waves have short inland penetration, thus storm wracklines are close to the 
modern ridge position (Morton et al, 2007). If logs lie significantly beyond the 
modern storm ridge position, log deposition is unlikely to be due to a large storm, 
ruling out all but tsunamis.  
 
Tsunami Deposits 
When tsunamis inundate land, they can leave both wracklines and tsunami 
deposits. In order to trace the tsunami deposit from 1957, I dug excavations along 
measured transects in South Cove. Excavations in other field sites did not contain 
identifiable tsunami deposits. Few broad coastal plains that are ideal for tsunami deposit 
preservation exist in the IFM. With the exception of South Cove, either young debris 
flows covered possible deposits or the coastline was rocky rather than sandy offshore, 
eliminating possible source material for sandy deposits. I measured the grain size of the 
tsunami samples collected from South Cove using a Ro-tap Sieve Shaker and took 
photographs of the contents of each sieve for the samples to visually represent the volume 
of sediment and to help determine the composition for each grain size range. 
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Tsunami Modeling 
With the wrackline and runup information I collected in the field as a validation 
tool, I investigated characteristics of the 1957 earthquake rupture using the tsunami 
model GeoClaw. GeoClaw solves the two-dimensional, shallow-water wave equations 
using a finite volume method (LeVeque et al., 2011) to propagate tsunamis from seafloor 
deformation. Required inputs for GeoClaw simulations are bathymetric and topographic 
dataset(s) and earthquake parameters to create seafloor deformation. Instantaneous 
seafloor deformation is calculated from slip on a fault, or multiple faults, using the Okada 
(1985) equations. GeoClaw is an open source software package (LeVeque et al., 2011) 
that is approved by the United States National Tsunami Program for the modeling of 
tsunamis (Abadie et al., 2012). An advantage of GeoClaw is that it employs adaptive 
mesh refinement, which increases resolution near the wavefront of a simulated tsunami, 
allowing for finer resolution only where it is necessary, and thus reducing computation 
time.  
I visualized GeoClaw output as images and movies of the tsunami, and 
waveforms at simulated tide gauges. The movies allow the behavior of the modeled 
tsunami to be observed as it shoals on land, and the gauge waveforms track the passage 
of the tsunami at any given point and enable maximum wave height calculations. I 
assigned gauges to locations corresponding to runup measurements I measured around 
Chuginadak, as well as Umnak and Unalaska Islands (R. Witter, pers. comm., 2014, 
Witter et al., 2013, Gelfenbaum et al., 2014, La Selle et al., 2013) (Figure 1).  
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Bathymetry 
Available bathymetric datasets are of low resolution in the field area because of 
the inaccessibility of the Aleutian Islands. IFM is a remote unpopulated area and detailed 
bathymetry does not exist. I used two different datasets to cover IFM, Umnak, and 
Unalaska at the highest available resolution. My primary dataset was the Small Southern 
Alaska bathymetry (Lim et a., 2011), a 24-arc second bathymetry and topography, 
resulting in a resolution of 448 m longitude and 740 m latitude at the location of IFM. For 
locations where this grid does not cover the modeling area, I used a 30-arc second 
bathymetry from ETOPO1 (Amante et al., 2009).  
 
Developing 1957 Source Models 
To simulate the 1957 tsunami based on the observed field data, I created multiple 
possible source models. The slip and subfaults used were the two primary parameters that 
I changed to create different earthquake runs in GeoClaw. A subfault is a designated area 
where slip is placed during a simulated earthquake. Multiple subfaults, of consistent area, 
can be combined in order to have slip occurring over a wider area, while maintaining the 
ability to manipulate earthquake characteristics and related seafloor deformation to 
simulate the observed tsunami runup.  
I based my source model subfault geometry and initial slip distributions on 
Johnson et al. (1994)’s source model. Their solution was calculated using eleven 
subfaults, with two smaller subfaults just below IFM (Figure 6). The subfaults cover the 
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1200 km of the aftershock zone, from 179° E to 194° E. The original subfault parameters 
were 100 km in length, 150 km in width, with a dip of 15°, strike ranging from 270° to 
245° farther east, and a depth range from 1-20 km (Johnson et al., 1994). The subfaults 
follow the trace of the Aleutian subduction zone, and remain arc-normal, with a rake of 
90°.  
All source models I created start with the subfault locations of Johnson et al. 
(1994) as a template. I maintained the eastern and western extent of Johnson et al. 
(1994)’s original source model, with the exception of one model with two extra subfaults 
in the east. I also divided each subfault into quarters, in the same fashion as their 12th and 
13th subfaults under IFM. Dividing the original subfaults into quarters provided the 
flexibility to create both deep and shallow earthquakes and have more options to 
manipulate the slip distribution to recreate what was observed in the field. The resulting 
length and width, after changing the number of subfaults in the model, were 50 km and 
75 km respectively. I maintained the rake of 90° for all subfaults, since the eastern 
Aleutians have nearly arc-normal subduction (Johnson et al., 1994). For models with 
larger slip, I updated the strike and dip of the subfaults with more accurate parameters 
from the Slab 1 model (Hayes et al., 2012). Slab1 is a three-dimensional model of 
subduction geometries based on seismic profiles, historical data, bathymetry, plate 
boundaries, and sediment thickness compiled by the USGS. Uploading this model in 
ArcGIS provided more accurate values for the strike, dip, and depth of each subfault 
along the subducting Pacific Plate boundary. Appendix 1 records all of the source models 
input values used for each earthquake.  
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Figure 6: Johnson et al.’s (1994) original source model, with the subfaults used in this 
study drawn. I subdivided Johnson et al.’s (1994) subfaults by quartering them, thus 
changing the original 11 of subfaults to 44. The patterned slip area is adjacent to the IFM. 
Modified from Johnson et al. (1994). 
 
Matching Simulated and Observed Runup 
To decide which models were a good match to field observations, I used three 
methods – a difference and mean difference between simulated and observed runup, and a 
simple match percent method based on a set error between simulated runup and observed 
runup. I calculated the difference by subtracting the observed runup from the simulated 
runup each site. This calculation directly determines if the simulated runup was too high 
or too low at a specific field site, which can be used to compare spatial patterns. For 
example, I can determine if a simulation produces runup on the Bering but not Pacific 
side of Chuginadak, or I can compare runup between Chuginadak, Driftwood Bay, and 
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Stardust Bay. I calculate the mean difference by averaging all of the calculated difference 
and dividing by the total number of sites. The mean difference give me the average 
discrepancy for an entire model and helps to reduce the effects of higher or lower runup 
values at only one site. This is an issue because some sites have low runup values while 
others have much higher in comparison, making taking an arbitrary error range not as 
beneficial for interpretation. 
Mean Difference = (!"#$%&'()!!!"#$%&$'!)!!!!"#$!!!!!  
where i = 1, ..., n for all field sites. 
 
 
The final method for determining which simulations were a good match was using 
a match percent. Due to the low resolution of the bathymetry available and the amount of 
time that passed since the tsunami, I determined that a combined error of ± 3 meters at 
each site was an acceptable value for simulated runup. I calculated the percent of field 
sites where the simulation matched what was observed to determine how well the model 
performed. In most field locations, with the exception of South Cove, maximum runup 
was calculated from the wracklines. In South Cove I used sediment deposits to determine 
that the tsunami flooded the entire coastal plain, thus the highest elevation on my transect 
was a minimum water height. 
% Match = !!!"#$!!!"#!! "#$%!!!"#$!  × 100 
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CHAPTER IV 
FIELD RESULTS 
Observed Runup and Inundation from Wracklines 
Soil development and log burial varied site to site, from most logs being 
completely buried by crowberries, sphagnum and grass (South Cove), to partial burial by 
marsh plants (Corwin Rock), to slow growing tundra (Applegate), and to no vegetation 
(Isthmus and SW Cleveland). Sections of driftwood that were exposed were often 
waterlogged and falling apart. In contrast, newer logs from recent large storms were still 
solid and it was difficult to manually break them apart (Figure 5, Table 1). 
Wrackline measurements indicate that the tsunami wave was higher on the Pacific 
side of Chuginadak Island in the IFM (Figure 4). The highest runup on Chuginadak was 
17.8 m at Concord Point, located on the Pacific side of the island. Other Pacific coast 
locations indicate high runup, with values ranging from >4.8 to 15.2 m (Table 1, Figure 
4). The maximum runup in South Cove is unknown because a cliff located at the distal 
end of the cove prevented higher runup and inundation values, so the runup value there 
could have been comparable to or larger than Concord Point. The Bering side of 
Chuginadak had a maximum runup of 9 m at North Cleveland and a range of 7.2 – 9.4 m 
(Table 1, Figure 4). USGS field observations in Driftwood and Stardust bays indicate 
similarly high Pacific coast values, with a maximum runup of 22 m in Driftwood Bay (R. 
Witter, pers. comm., 2013) and 18.5 m runup and 800 m inundation in Stardust Bay 
(Figure 1, Table 1) (La Selle et al., 2013, Witter et al., 2013, Gelfenbaum et al., 2014).  
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The distances between the modern storm ridge and the 1957 wrackline aided in 
discerning whether a wrackline was from a tsunami or storm because tsunamis typically 
inundate much farther inland than storms on a wide coastal plain. Table 1 includes the 
locations of the storm ridge and measured wrackline at each field site on Chuginadak. At 
two field sites (West Applegate and Concord Point) the inundation was much farther 
inland than the modern active storm ridge position (Table 1), supporting the conclusion 
that the wracklines were from a tsunami. Neither Concord Point nor West Applegate had 
storm ridges. Concord Point was a steep bedrock slope from the ocean and West 
Applegate was an erosional scarp; because of their steep slopes the method of comparing 
the distance between the storm ridge and wrackline does not apply. Coastal 
geomorphology affects tsunami inundation and runup— broad coastal plains result in 
longer inundation distances and lower runup than coasts with steep topography (ITST, 
2015). Therefore, steeper cliffs are expected to have a short distance between the 
wrackline and the base of the slope, but relatively higher runup than an adjacent flatter 
surface would.  
The maximum runup at all sites was measured using the wrackline with the 
exception of South Cove. South Cove did not have a continuous wrackline, but it did 
have scattered logs near the cliff at the back of the coastal plain and a continuous 
preserved tsunami deposit to indicate the tsunami flooded the entire surface in South 
Cove (Figure 7). A lower wrackline was present in South Cove (Table 1) that I 
determined could either be from a smaller later wave of the 1957 tsunami or a later 
tsunami that amplified in the embayment. Most likely this wrackline is from the 1957 
tsunami because next largest tsunami known to affect IFM was the 1960 Chilean tsunami, 
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however, this event only had recorded runup of 0.7 m at the nearest tide gauge to IFM 
(NGDC, 2015). Tsunami events never consist of just one wave, so it is reasonable that 
this wrackline represents a smaller wave that brought in material after the larger wave 
inundated to the sea cliff at the back of the cove. The larger wave must have preceded the 
smaller wave because any wrackline material would have been transported farther inland 
with each larger subsequent wave. There is some possibility that the low elevation 
wrackline could be from a large storm because it is moderately close to the modern ridge 
and the shoreline has been rapidly prograding after numerous debris flows from 
Cleveland Volcano over the last 70 years. nvestigation of archival weather data is 
required to definitely rule this out.  
 
Figure 7: A) South Cove, Chuginadak field area with the location of the two transects, 
east and west, as well as the lower wrackline marked. The minimum runup value in 
meters is indicated. South Cove is located to the west of the Isthmus (Figure 4), the dark 
sandy area lacking vegetation seen in the upper right portion of image. B) One of the 
scattered tsunami logs found at the distal end of South Cove, near the cliff.  
 
West Profile
East Profile
South Cove 
>13 m
Tsunami Wrackline
>4.8 m
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 Debris found in the wracklines also indicates the wrackline is from the 1957 
tsunami. A Cornish thermo-coffee cup found in the South Cove wrackline (Figure 8A) 
provides additional evidence that the wrackline in South Cove is from the 1957 event. 
This cup is from the mid-century, starting in the 1950s (The Retro Kitchen Cupboard, 
2015, http://stores.ebay.com/theretrokitchencupboard?_dmd=2&_nkw=cornish), and 
could have easily been flotsam on the beach in 1957. Orange and metal buoys were also 
found in most of the wracklines (Figure 8B and C), while other, more modern types of 
buoys were not. Concord Point in particular had several old orange buoys that were 
covered or buried comparable to the driftwood logs in the wrackline and had been chewed 
extensively by foxes (Figure 8B). While I was unable to determine the exact date of when 
these orange buoys were first used, discussions with members of the Puget Sound 
Maritime Historical Society indicate they were in use during 1950s. There was additional 
debris found in the 1957 wrackline that was not from the 1957 tsunami; however, these 
pieces of debris were light and most likely deposited by the wind (Figure 8D). 
 The Isthmus (Figure 4) was the most difficult field site to confidently distinguish the 
tsunami wrackline from a storm wrackline. Figure 9 shows an annotated aerial image of 
the Isthmus field site with two wracklines present. Initially, the farther inland wrackline, 
which had a maximum height of ~15 m, was interpreted as being from a large storm. The 
preliminary perception was that water could pond in the low area behind the dunes and 
storm ridge during large storms, and the extremely strong winds funneling through the 
isthmus (they regularly exceed 100 mph) when water was ponded could drive waves and 
logs into the observed wrackline position. Additionally, logs in the Isthmus wrackline had 
no vegetation or soil cover like other sites. Upon further investigation, I concluded the 
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logs from the higher and farther inland wrackline were from 1957. No post-1957 material 
could be found in this wrackline, the logs were comparable in age to each other, and their 
elevation matched the minimum runup estimates from South Cove just to the west. 
Because the extremely high winds through the isthmus result in near-continuous sand 
movement, the logs here were dry and sandblasted.  
 
Figure 8: Debris found in wracklines. A) Cornish Thermos Coffee Mug B) Orange buoys, 
note fox bite marks C) Metal buoy D) wind-blown rubber tubing, indicated by a white 
arrow 
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Figure 9: A) Image of the Isthmus site, a sandy lowland at the center of Chuginadak that 
spans from the Pacific Ocean to the Bering Sea between Mt. Cleveland and Tana (Figure 
4). This area is sandy and lacks vegetation due to high winds. B) Annotated image of the 
Isthmus with the wrackline drawn. The maximum runup in meters is indicated. C) Sand 
blasted log found in the 1957 wrackline. This log did not have the soil formation, 
vegetation growth, or decomposition observed in other wracklines due to the high winds 
and sandy terrain. D) Isthmus showing the upper tsunami wrackline in reference to the 
lower storm wrackline. 
 
 
Tsunami Deposits Observations 
I identified tsunami deposits as a consistent layer of clean sand. Because the 1957 
tsunami was the most recent large tsunami event in the vicinity of IFM, the highest 
tsunami sand is assumed to be from the 1957 event. In most excavations in South Cove, I 
identified the uppermost sand as being from the 1957 tsunami (Figure 10). The tsunami 
layer was situated below a consistent tephra, field identified by volcanologists as being 
~15
A B
C Sand blasted log
Isthmus 
tsunami wrackline
storm wrackline
D
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from the most recent large eruption from Mt. Cleveland in 2001 (Nicolayson, Neal, and 
Izbekov, pers. comm., 2014). 
Figure 11 shows the grain-size distribution of the eight deposits sampled. The 
average error for the samples was 0.6 %. The error was most likely due to sediment 
becoming lodged in the sieve or being lost during the transition between the scale and 
sieve. Sample 25014 has the highest error, at 3.6%, because the bottom sieve pan cracked 
during sieving. While this caused a larger margin of error, I believe the data are still valid 
because average error was still lower than 5% and a majority of the sample was coarser, 
so the lowest pan cracking only affects interpretations related to the fine tail.  
The grain-size data shows that the average grain size is 250 µm (0.25 mm), with 
an exception of sample 21014 which had an average grain size of 710 µm (0.71 mm) 
(Figure 12), due to an abundance of large pumice grains in the sample. Although these 
large grains are not found in the other analyzed sediment, the pumice was likely part of 
the tsunami deposit, because its low density allows it to travel anywhere within the 
tsunami flow.  
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Figure 10: Transects in South Cove, Chuginadak, A) Transect of West Profile, South 
Cove from the Pacific Ocean to a cliff at the distal end of cove. B) Transect of East 
Profile, South Cove from Pacific Ocean to cliff at distal end of cove. This profile does not 
extend as far inland as the West Profile due to the location of the cliff. In both profiles, 
the excavation locations are denoted by green triangles, with the excavation ID number 
written underneath. The numbers above the triangles indicate the thickness of the 
observed tsunami deposit in centimeters. 
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Figure 11: Grain-size distribution for all samples of the 1957 tsunami deposit along the 
West Profile of South Cove. Every sample, except for 21014, shows a consistent fine 
tailed bell curve, indicating a higher percentage of fine material. Sample 21014 does not 
have a normal distribution of sediment; most sediment is in the coarsest bin. 
 
!!
Figure 12: Lateral distribution of the average grain size for each sample of the 1957 
tsunami deposit along the West Profile of South Cove. Sample 21014 exhibits a 
significantly coarser grain size at 710 µm than the 250 µm of all of the other samples. 
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Figure 13: Grain-size distribution of three samples of the 1957 tsunami deposit in 
excavation 24814. The three samples were collected from 13.5-23 cm in depth and 
indicate a slight normal grading. 
 
Most tsunami deposits exemplify a normal grading to the deposit, due to the 
coarser or heavier grains settling out prior to the smaller, less dense grains (Jaffe and 
Gelfenbuam, 2007). At site 24814 I collected three samples from within the 9.5 cm thick 
tsunami deposit to determine if grading existed. The slight normal grading sequence 
(Figure 13) is likely due to more coarse grains in the lower third of the deposit.  
While the deposits do not significantly fine landward, they do have a thinning 
landward trend, with some fluctuations (Figure 10). These fluctuations could be due to a 
variety of factors influencing the velocity of the wave during inundation and withdrawal, 
namely topographic and geomorphic features of the cove, or due to post-tsunami 
modification of the deposit. The large modern storm ridge and paleo-beach ridges of 
South Cove (Figure 10) would have caused the receding tsunami wave to slow and 
possibly pond on the landward side of these topographic highs, allowing for more 
sediment to deposit. Excavation 24814, the thickest deposit, is located in a topographic 
low where water could have ponded at the end of withdrawal, allowing for a longer time 
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for sedimentation to occur. The farthest inland deposit at 20814 is also thicker than the 
previous deposit. This could be due to the wave reflecting off the cliff and water slowing 
down as it encountered the reflected wave. Finally, post-tsunami alterations, such as wind 
erosion, likely affected the thickness of deposits to some degree. Wind is a major factor 
in the IFM and could have reworked the sediment after the tsunami, removing sediment 
from exposed unvegetated areas and accumulating it in low-lying protected areas. While 
the thickness of this deposit does not exactly exemplify the typical tsunami deposit, it is 
helpful to show the complexity of wave velocities and flow direction that occurred in 
South Cove.  
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CHAPTER V 
MODELING RESULTS 
Tsunami Modeling: Uniform Slip Source Models 
Field observations indicated that the 1957 tsunami was significantly higher on the 
Pacific side than the Bering Sea side of the islands (Figure 4) and was roughly similar 
between the Pacific side of IFM, Driftwood Bay, and Stardust Bay. The goal of my 
modeling of the 1957 earthquake and tsunami is that simulated runup should replicate the 
observed runup for my earthquake source models to be considered a possible solution for 
the 1957 earthquake rupture pattern.  
Prior to running models directly related to the 1957 event, I created models with 
uniform slip to see how tsunamis produced from earthquakes of differing magnitudes 
would shoal in the IFM. Initial modeling included several models with uniform slip 
distribution—labeled as u_6_1957, u_7_1957, and u_8_1957 and several shallow-only 
uniform models—labeled as us_6_1957, us_7_1957, and us_8_1957 (Figure 14). 
Uniform and shallow-only uniform slip models are valuable for seeing how tsunamis 
from earthquakes without regions of concentrated slip would have affected the IFM in 
general; they help to both isolate bathymetric effects and indicate the direct effect of slip 
magnitude and position on tsunami runup. In the shallow-only model only the shallow 
subfaults closest to the trench were included in the calculation. I created models with Mw 
8.6, 8.7, and 8.8 for both uniform (with 1.4 m, 2.0 m, and 2.8 m of slip, respectively) and 
shallow-only uniform models (with 2.8 m, 4.0 m, and 5.5 m of slip, respectively) (Figure 
14). As was expected, increasing the magnitude resulted in a larger tsunami and shallow-
only events produced larger runup by a factor of 2-3 when compared to the uniform 
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events (Figure 15). Shallow earthquake events typically produce larger tsunamis 
(MacInnes et al., 2010). An Mw 8.6 earthquake gave a maximum runup of 2-4 m and an 
Mw 8.8 gave a maximum runup of 3-8 m, ~10 m smaller than the maximum observed 
runup (Table 2). Because all of the uniform and shallow-only uniform events never 
produced runup close to what was observed in the field (Table 2), I conclude that higher 
slip over a larger area was required to replicate the 1957 field observations.  
 
Figure 14: Slip distributions for u_6_1957, u_7_1957, u_8_1957, us_6_1957, us_7_1957, 
and us_8_1957. The yellow stars indicate the locations of the three primary field areas – 
IFM, Driftwood Bay, and Stardust Bay. See Figure 6 for location of all possible 
subfaults; those with no slip present are omitted here. The dashed line surrounding the 
subfaults represents the aftershock zone. See Appendix 1 for earthquake parameters used 
in each source model. 
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Figure 15: Model results from u_6_1957, u_7_1957, u_8_1957, us_6_1957, us_7_1957, 
and us_8_1957. The colors refer to the match percent results, with dark blue being too 
small (by > 6 m), light blue being slightly too small (by 3-6 m), yellow being within the 3 
m error range, and red being too large (by > 3 m). The numbers within the circles are the 
difference between simulated and observed runup. 
 
Tsunami Modeling: Johnson et al. (1994) Source Model and Derivatives 
I initially calculated simulations with the source model from Johnson et al. (1994) 
using the slip and subfault positions from their paper, which I labeled as 1957Johnson. 
The tsunami from the 1957Johnson source model did not produce runup within the 
acceptable error of observed values at any site (Table 2). The highest simulated runup 
was 2.3 m at the Isthmus (Figure 16, Table 2), 13 m lower than the measured runup in the 
field.  
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Figure 16: Model results from 1957Johnson, 1957JohnsonDS, m1_20_1957, and 
m1_40_1957. Refer to Figure 15 for symbol definitions. 
 
Because simulations from 1957Johnson resulted in a clearly undersized tsunami 
(Figure 16), I next modified their slip distribution with relatively minor changes that 
generally maintained the integrity of their solution but could theoretically enhance the 
size of the tsunami at my field sites. These models included the combined deep and 
shallow slip from 1957Johnson on only the shallow subfaults, 1957JohnsonDS, and 
isolated larger slip under IFM, m1_20_1957 and m1_40_1957 (Figure 17). The purpose 
of creating a shallow version of the original source model was to see if a shallow 
earthquake yields a larger tsunami runup, similar to what was observed with the shallow-
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only uniform slip models. I created the source models with high isolated slip under IFM 
to determine if the location of slip under the IFM suggested in Johnson et al. (1994) was 
real but undersized in slip amount, or if this slip needed to be a larger area. In addition, 
the high isolated slip in m1_20_1957 and m1_40_1957 could represent a possible local 
submarine landslide associated with the event.  
 
Figure 17: Slip distributions for 1957Johnson, 1957JohnsonDS, m1_20_1957, and 
m1_40_1957. Refer to Figure 14 for symbol definitions. See Appendix 1 for earthquake 
parameters used in each source model.  
 
While none of these simulations resulted in a good agreement with field 
observations, m1_20_1957 and m1_40_1957 did produce better results than 1957Johnson 
(Figure 15, Table 2). Surprisingly, confining (yet doubling) the slip from 1957Johnson to 
the shallow subfaults only (1957JohnsonDS) resulted in similar, but later maximum 
runup to 1957Johnson (Figure 17). Adding an isolated slip patch of 20 m in m1_20_1957 
to the subfault directly adjacent to IFM produced much higher maximum runup, 7.3 m at 
both Isthmus and Concord Point (Figure 17, Table 2), however, still less than the 
observed 15 and 17.5 m, respectively. The model m1_40_1957 was closer to having high 
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enough runup to match observations (a 20% match, Table 2) on Chuginadak, with a 
maximum runup of 11.2 m in South Cove, only 2.1 m smaller than observed. However, 
this model underestimated runup by 15.8 m and 15.3 m in Driftwood and Stardust Bays, 
respectively (Figure 17, Table 2). The isolated slip did not produce a large enough wave 
throughout the east, ruling out the possibility that the high runup was due to a submarine 
landslide.  
 
Tsunami Modeling: High Slip Concentration in the East 
The implication of the lower simulated runup of the 1957Johnson source model 
and derivatives is that the eastern half of the rupture area requires significantly more 
displacement than has been previously estimated. Johnson et al. (1994) calculated the slip 
distribution by analyzing tide gauge data and inverting the tsunami waveforms to the 
subduction-zone interface. They note that the simulated waveforms for San Francisco, 
Unalaska, and Hilo did not match the observed tide gauges for the events. The authors 
decided that adding isolated, deep slip under IFM helped to resolve the inconsistencies 
with a better fit for these three tide gauges. The San Francisco tide gauge, however, still 
suggested that there was more slip in the eastern portion of the aftershock zone that was 
unresolved. In addition, the waveforms calculated by Johnson et al. (1994) still did not 
match the tide gauge data from Hilo.  
Determining the initial earthquake parameters was difficult in 1957 because only 
four long period P-waves could be digitized from a few IGY seismometers that were 
recording data at the time of the earthquake (Johnson et al., 1994). These long period P-
wave traces were interpreted as having a P-wave coda that decays significantly prior to 
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the arrival of the PP-waves. It is possible that the P-waves from the eastern (later) half of 
the rupture could not be detected after the arrival of the first PP-waves from the initial 
portion of the rupture, but this does not mean that they were not present (pers. comm., 
Freymueller, 2015), just that they were obscured by the PP signal . The lack of P-wave 
data available to interpret the east would account for the lower earthquake magnitude, Mw 
8.6, determined by Johnson et al. (1994) vs. Mw 9.1 by Lay and Kanamori (1981), and the 
unusual solution of virtually no slip in the entire eastern portion of the aftershock zone.  
Consequently, using significantly greater slip in the east in my source models to 
produce nearfield observations of a large tsunami in the eastern end of the rupture is 
reasonable. With this reasoning, the issue becomes how much slip is reasonable to add. 
After the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, the amount of slip considered typical for 
large earthquakes changed—Tohoku showed high resolution fault displacements as much 
as 60 m (Lay et al., 2011), or up to 40 m over 3,750 km2 , a the area covered by the 
subfaults used in this study. I used these analyses to provide upper boundaries for 
creating source models with high eastern slip (Figure 18). I allowed slip to range up to 40 
m and moment magnitude to range between an Mw 8.6 (from Johnson et al., 1994) and 
Mw 9.1 (from Lay and Kanamori, 1981). 
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Figure 18: Slip distributions for 1957BigE8, 1957BigE9, 1957BigE0, 1957BigE1, 
d1957BigE1 and s1957BigE1. Refer to Figure 14 for symbol definitions. See Appendix 1 
for earthquake parameters used in each source model. 
 
Increasing the slip did produce larger, more realistic runup than 1957Johnson 
(Figure 19; Table 2). Source models of this type I created include increased slip across 
most of the eastern extent of the rupture (1957BigE8, 1957BigE9, 1957BigE0, 
1957BigE1) with Mw ranging from 8.8 to 9.1, and locations of slip spanning either whole 
width, shallow, or deep rupture at a Mw 9.1 (s1957BigE1 and d1957BigE1)(Figure 18). 
All models discussed in this section have the same original slip in the west as what was in 
1957Johnson, however, the strike, dip, and depth from Johnson et al (994)’s original 
source model were replaced with values from the Slab1 geometry (Hayes et al., 2012). 
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accurate simulations.  
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in the eastern end of the rupture zone, produced a maximum wave of 16.8 m in South 
Cove and 13.6 in Driftwood Bay and 16.8 m in South Cove (Figure 19, Table 2) and 
matched field observations at 40% of sites. While these maximum-value sites are similar 
to field observations, runup was 13.2 m too low in Stardust Bay and 11.1 m too low on 
Concord Point (Figure 19). The other models in the 1957BigE group (1957BigE8, 
1957BigE9, and 1957BigE0) all produced runup that was too low at almost every location 
(Figure 19, Table 2).  
 
Figure 19: Model results from 1957BigE8, 1957BigE9, 1957BigE0, 1957BigE1, 
d1957BigE1 and s1957BigE1. Refer to Figure 15 for symbol definitions. 
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Because the match percent of 1957BigE1 simulation was better than the other 
tsunami from the 1957BigE source model group, I used this model as a basis for isolating 
the slip into only the 1-20 km (shallower) subfaults, s1957BigE1, and to only the 20-40 
km (deeper) subfaults, d1957BigE1. The goal of these models was to test the earthquake 
depth to tsunami runup relationship of Slab1 model’s Aleutian subduction zone interface. 
These narrower rupture models had 1.5 times the slip of the wider ruptures in order to 
maintain a similar magnitude event (Figure 18, Table 2). The Slab1 model indicates that 
at the eastern end of the 1957 rupture zone, the subduction zone is dipping at ~6º where I 
have my shallower subfaults and ~19º in the deeper subfaults. Slab1 also changes the 
depth of the deeper subfaults to a shallower position (Hayes et al., 2012).  
Typically, shallower earthquakes produce larger tsunamis (MacInnes et al., 2010), 
however, this depends on subduction zone geometry. Preliminary modeling showed that 
the shallow-only uniform models (us_6_1957, us_7_1957, and us_8_1957) produced 
larger runup than the models spanning the rupture width (u_6_1957, u_7_1957, and 
u_8_1957). From the shallow-only model results, I expected that the shallow source 
model would yield higher runup than the deep, however, s1957BigE1 produced lower 
tsunami runup than d1957BigE1 at all field locations (Figure 19). This counterintuitive 
result of a smaller wave from a shallow-only source is the result of increasing dip deeper 
on the subduction interface. Because of the higher angle dip, the d1957BigE1 source 
model deforms the seafloor more and therefore displaces more water for the same value 
of slip as the s1957BigE1 source model (Figure 20).  
The model results showed that d1957BigE1 had a lower mean difference and a 
higher match percent (30%, and 5.7 m) than s1957BigE1 (20%, and 6.3 m)(Table 2). 
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Even though I had predicted that s1957BigE1 would create a better match percent, it did 
not produce a wave large enough, despite having the same high slip as d1957BigE1. For a 
simple shallow-only model to produce high enough runup would require further increase 
to the slip, which would yield a magnitude that is greater than Mw 9.1, too high for this 
earthquake. The simulated runup from d1957BigE1 was too high in most IFM locations; 
however, it created more accurate runup in Driftwood and Stardust bays than any 
previous model. If the slip were lower under IFM in d1957BigE1, it is possible that both 
a better match percent and mean difference could be produced.  
 
Tsunami Modeling: Refining the Eastern Slip 
 The simulated tsunamis that best match the field observations are from source 
models with both deep and/or a large amount of slip in the east. However, the models 
discussed above with both of these characteristics yielded simulated runup that exceeded 
the observed runup (Figure 19). To test my prediction that source models with deep but 
slightly lower amounts of slip than the models discussed above would better match the 
field data, I created source models aftershock and aftershock1957D with full width 
rupture and deep rupture, respectively. The slip in both of these source models was lower 
than d1957BigE1, with magnitudes of Mw  8.98 and Mw 8.95, respectively (Figure 21, 
Table 2). The tsunami from the aftershock source model produced the best match to 
observed runup with a match percent of 50%, and a mean difference of 4.0 m. Runup 
from this simulation was too low in Stardust Bay, Concord Point, and North Cleveland 
(by 9.8 m, 10.0 m, and 3.3 m, respectively; Figure 22, Table 2). The aftershock1957D 
tsunami matched observed runup in Driftwood Bay and most of IFM, however, it was too 
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high in South Cove and the Isthmus by ~4 m and too low in Stardust Bay by 9 m (Figure 
22). Although these two earthquakes were similar in magnitude, as previously discussed, 
the deeper version (aftershock1957D) produced much higher runup than the wider 
rupture model (aftershock).  
In all previous models Stardust Bay was consistently an outlier, where the runup 
fell short by ~10 m on average, indicating more deformation was needed in the east either 
through additional slip or additional subfaults. The final source models I created had the 
goal of matching runup in Stardust Bay, and included extrasubfaultD, with two extra 
subfaults farther east than previous models in order to better represented the specific 
outline of the aftershock zone, and stardust, with no extra subfaults and the highest slip 
of 37 m in the easternmost portion (Figure 23). The tsunami from extrasubfaultD had a 
match percent of 50%, and a mean difference of 2.2 m. This model produced runup that 
was too high in South Cove, the Isthmus, South Cleveland, and Driftwood Bay. It did, 
however, produce runup within the acceptable error in Stardust Bay (Figure 24). Stardust 
produced a match percent of 50%, and a mean difference of 2.6 m. The tsunami produced 
by this model was too small on North Cleveland by .03 m, but still significantly too small 
in Stardust Bay (by 7.6 m). This model showed that merely increasing the slip in the 
easternmost subfault did not produce the observed runup in Stardust Bay. The extra 
subfaults that follow the shape of the aftershock zone, and provide slip directly offshore 
of Stardust Bay, could be the key to producing a high enough wave to match the runup 
observed in that location. 
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Figure 20: Seafloor deformation patterns for 1957BigE1, d1957BigE1, and s1957BigE1. 
Red indicates positive seafloor deformation and blue indicates negative. See Figure 14 
for slip distributions of these source models. The shallow earthquake produced less 
seafloor deformation than the deep earthquake, explaining why the runup values for 
s1957BigE1 were less than those simulated by d1957BigE1. 
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Figure 21: Slip distributions for aftershock and aftershock1957D. Refer to Figure 14 for 
symbol definitions. See Appendix 1 for earthquake parameters used in each source 
model. 
 
Figure 22: Model results from aftershock and aftershock1957D. Refer to Figure 15 for 
symbol definitions.  
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Figure 23: Slip distributions for extrasubfaultD and stardust. Refer to Figure 14 for 
symbol definitions. See Appendix 1 for earthquake parameters used in each source 
model. 
 
Figure 24: Model results from extrasubfaultD and stardust. Refer to Figure 15 for symbol 
definitions. 
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Tsunami Modeling: Hilo and San Francisco records 
Johnson et al. (1994) noted that Hilo and San Francisco were two of the key tide 
gauges for resolving the slip distribution from farfield tide gauge records of the tsunami.  
They noted that the extra slip in the eastern portion of the aftershock zone (near the IFM), 
improved the fit with the Hilo tide gauge, producing a simulated wave in which the 
timing was correct, but the wave height was too low. Their simulated wave at the San 
Francisco tide gauge had a wider wavelength and arrived 40 min later than the observed 
wave. Because of their work, I used the Hilo and San Francisco gauges as a metric for 
further assessing my models with higher and larger slip in the east. Tide gauge readings 
indicate the 1957 tsunami was 2-4 m high in Hilo and 0.26 m high in San Francisco 
(NGDC, 2015).  
Of the1957BigE source model group, 1957BigE8 (Mw 8.8) and 1957BigE9 (Mw 
8.9) both produced good results in San Francisco while 1957BigE1 (Mw p.1) produced 
the best results in Hilo (Figure 25). The main direction of tsunami propagation from the 
easternmost extent of the 1957 rupture zone is towards western North America, thus my 
addition of high slip in that area has a significant effect on San Francisco; the tsunami 
from the Mw 8.8 matched the observations and from the Mw 9.1 was ~3.5 m too high. In 
Hilo, however, the Mw 8.8 was ~2.5 m too low and from the Mw 9.1 was ~.5 m too low.  
Possible reasons for the farfield mismatch problems with the San Francisco data, such as 
low-resolution bathymetry or GeoClaw’s computation of the tsunami in the open ocean, 
or our assumption of a solely earthquake source for the nearfield tsunami. Tests with the 
m1_20_1957 and m1_40_1957 models suggested submarine landslides were unlikely, but 
more detailed analyzes remain to be done. 
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Figure 25: Comparison of maximum wave height observations (dashed lines) at Hilo and 
San Francisco (NGDC, 2015) with simulated waveforms from the 1957BigE source 
model group (Mw 8.8-9.1). 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION 
Large Slip in the East 
Comparison of all model results indicates that the magnitude of the 1957 Great 
Aleutian Earthquake was likely closer to a Mw 9.0 than the commonly accepted value of 
Mw 8.6. Moreover, I estimate that high, extensive slip is required in the eastern portion of 
the aftershock zone. Previously, Johnson et al. (1004) calculated a source model with no 
eastern slip except for a small patch in the deeper section of the subducting plate under 
IFM. My simulations from their source model produced runup that did not match my 
nearfield observations by 7 times or more (Table 2). When I increased the concentrated 
slip underneath the IFM insource models m1_20_1957 and m1_40_1957, runup was still 
too low around most of Chuginadak, and in Driftwood and Stardust bays (Figure 16, 
Table 2), indicating that not only did slip need to be higher in the eastern portion of the 
aftershock zone, it also needed to cover a more extensive area. My simulations from 
source models with significant eastern slip affirmed this hypothesis. The lack of tsunami 
observations west of IFM precludes analysis and interpretation of slip in the western half 
of the rupture zone; with additional field investigations in these unstudied areas, the best-
fit models can be improved and the general picture of rupture can be expanded with 
better certainty.  
By testing variations of extensive, high slip in the east I was able to refine general 
characteristics of the rupture pattern. A comparison of the s1957BigE1 and d1957BigE1 
simulations shows that higher runup results from identical slip on deeper (20-40 km) 
subfaults rather than shallower (1-20 km) when using the Slab1 subduction zone 
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geometry (Figure 18). The deeper subfault model produced more seafloor deformation, 
and therefore a larger tsunami wave, than the shallower subfaults model (Figure 20) 
because the deeper portion of the subducting plate has a steeper dip.  
Further refinement showed that by adding additional subfaults to the farthest 
eastern portion of the aftershock zone helped to produce runup in Stardust Bay 
(extrasubfaultD). These subfaults appear to be a key parameter of the 1957 event because 
stardust, a model of comparable magnitude to extrasubfaultD, was not able to reproduce 
the Stardust Bay runup, despite having a large amount of slip in the originally farthest 
east subfault (Figure 23). With slightly lower amounts of slip in the subfaults under the 
IFM and Umnak, extrasubfaultD could produce a better match of observed data on 
Chuginadak. 
 
Deep Slip in the East 
While geophysical data indicates that this earthquake was more likely deep, 
modeling of deep and shallow events can shed light on not just the amount of slip 
required to match runup values, but also the magnitude associated with slip at different 
locations on the subducting plate. The depth of the earthquake will directly affect the 
magnitude. If 1957 was closer to Mw 9.1, then the slip was most likely shallow because 
more slip is required to match the simulated and observed runup. If 1957 was a lower 
magnitude earthquake (Mw 8.9 or 9.0), slip was more likely deep because less slip was 
necessary to match simulated and observed runup.  
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Due to the nature of forward modeling, this type of model testing is subject to 
non-unique solutions. Since an infinite number of slip distributions and rupture patterns 
have the potential to recreate the observed runup, there is not a single correct model 
result. While the non-uniqueness problem allows for a large number of possible solutions, 
I can develop general parameter scenarios and then refine these using additional data, 
such as geophysical analysis of the subduction zone.  
Recent geophysical analysis of the Aleutian subduction zone suggests shallow-
only slip is less likely during the 1957 earthquake. Interplate coupling models based on 
GPS data indicates that the eastern segment of the 1957 aftershock zone is freely slipping 
close to the trench but is partially locked in the deeper portions (Cross and Freymueller, 
2008). This implies that shallow rupture is not the best model for the 1957 event because 
strain is not accumulating on this portion of the subducting plate, providing limited 
energy for release during an earthquake as slip.  
 
Implications for Future Events and Potential Tsunami Hazard 
 Partial coupling in the deeper section of the subduction zone in the east suggests 
this area has some potential for another large slip event, although it is unknown how 
much strain needs to be accumulated for another large earthquake. The currently locked 
western portion of the 1957 aftershock zone, where Johnson et al. (1994) located large 
moment release, re-ruptured as Mw 8.0 and Mw 7.9 earthquakes in 1985 and 1996 
earthquakes, respectively (Johnson et al., 1994; Cross and Freymueller, 2008). The 1986 
and 1996 events, much smaller than 1957, could be viewed as releasing residual strain 
not released during the 1957 earthquake (c.f. Atwater, 1987; Thatcher, 1984).  
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My modeling results indicate that the eastern portion of the 1957 rupture zone 
may have released significantly more strain than the western portion, and therefore this 
strain would likely take longer to rebuild in the east, than in the west. As a result, an 
earthquake of comparable magnitude to the 1957 event could be expected from the 
eastern portion of the Aleutian subduction zone, once enough strain has accumulated. The 
central portion of the aftershock zone remains an enigma. Until field observations of the 
1957 tsunami can be made west of the IFM, the accuracy of source models west of this 
study cannot be validated. In addition, without GPS receivers in the central portion of the 
1957 rupture zone, little can be concluded about the seismic potential or the nature of 
coupling of this area. Hopefully future fieldwork in these regions will enable a more 
comprehensive slip distribution for the 1957 event.  
High slip in the eastern portion of the rupture zone could have released the 
accumulated strain since the last earthquake, making it unlikely for another event of this 
magnitude to occur for a long time. Typically, it takes time for strain to accumulate on a 
locked section of a fault, so if most of the energy is released, another large slip event will 
likely not occur in the near future. However, until paleoseismic and paleotsunami studies 
are conducted, the pattern and expected recurrence of such a rupture is unknown for the 
Aleutian subduction zone. 
The 1957 earthquake is recorded in earthquake databases as an Mw 8.6 and an Mt  
9.0 (NGDC, 2015). My conclusions above show that both field observations and 
modeling support the large Mt and I suggest that the earthquake’s magnitude was closer 
to a Mw 9.0, which would make it one of the largest earthquakes in the past century (c.f. 
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USGS, 2015). If this earthquake is greater than an Mw 8.6, it indicates the Fox Islands 
portion of the Aleutian subduction zone can produce very large earthquakes.  
If this earthquake’s energy release was closer to the currently accepted value of 
Mw 8.6, then coastal communities in the Pacific need to be concerned abou the Aleutian 
tsunami hazard because a lower magnitude earthquake, which statistically occur more 
frequently than larger magnitude events, from this subduction zone created a tsunami 
several orders of magnitude larger than the earthquake itself. If, however, the 1957 
earthquake magnitude was closer to a Mw 9.0, as is suggested by my modeling, then the 
tsunami magnitude was not oversized. While this does not negate the risk in the region 
from a large tsunami event, statistically there is a longer recurrence time between Mw 9 
events. Based on the previous data available, this would mean that current hazard 
predictions could have an event occurring too soon, although a large (Mw 9.0) event, 
while unlikely, could still occur in a shorter time period. 
 
Sources of Error 
I assumed an arbitrary overall acceptable error of 3 m between observations and 
simulations to account for a combination of many factors associated with simulating 
tsunami runup when calculating my match percent. Error in tsunami modeling is typically 
associated with bathymetric inaccuracy, too low bathymetric resolution, computational 
approximations in the model itself, and the translation from slip to seafloor deformation 
in creating the earthquake input files. All of these sources affect the accuracy of the 
tsunami model and they are challenging to quantify. High-resolution bathymetry is vital 
for modeling tsunamis, and in areas where bathymetry is easily accessible and refined, 
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this is not an issue. However, remote areas, such as the IFM, face the problem of having 
low-resolution data that can influence model results. Preferred resolution for modeling 
studies are on the order of 1 to 1/3 arc-second (c.f. Lynett et al., 2012, Arcos et al., 2014, 
Berger et al, 2011). In my study, bathymetric resolution proved to be problematic, 
especially for Driftwood and Stardust bays. Both the 24-arc second Small Southern 
Alaska bathymetry (SAK) and the 30-arc second ETOPO1 bathymetry are not high-
resolution files (Amante et al., 2009, Lim et al., 2011); the resolution of the SAK grid 
translates to one grid cell being 450 m and 750 m on a side.  If the resolution does not 
have the detail required, then runup values can be distorted, either higher or lower, 
compared to observed results (MacInnes et al., 2013). This distortion occurs because the 
bathymetry is oversimplified in low-resolution data, each grid cell representing an 
average water depth, making the lower points higher and the higher points lower.  As 
such, the bathymetry does not have the detailed and complex shorelines that would allow 
the model to adequately reproduce tsunami flow patterns as it shoals and inundates land 
(Pan et al., 2010).   Comparison with nautical maps is one of the primary means of 
performing a quantitative evaluation of the accuracy of bathymetry for the ETOPO1 
bathymetry (Amante et al., 2009) used in this study. My comparison of a published 
Nautical Chart of the eastern Aleutians (NOAA, 2014) and the ETOPO1 and SAK 
bathymetry shows there are discrepancies, such as submarine features not present in 
bathymetry, simplification of offshore bathymetry, and shallower deep water passes, near 
IFM.  
GeoClaw, like other two-dimensional models with averaged depth and velocity, 
will have errors associated with approximations of flow dynamics. The model cannot 
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represent the dynamic and complex three-dimensionality of a shoaling tsunami wave, so 
the wave dynamics are approximated mathematically (MacInnes et al., 2010). In addition, 
the Okada (1985) equations assume a perfectly simply half space and do not account for 
topographic variations of the ocean floor. As a result, there is error when slip on a 
subfault is translated into seafloor deformation. This error is associated with one subfault; 
so multiple subfaults will accumulate error if they are connected, as is the case with my 
source models.  
Lastly, another source of error in modeling is the stage of the tide. A difference 
between the lowest low and highest high tide near IFM is ~1 m according to historical 
data (NOAA, 2015). I did not include the tide at the time of the event in my simulations 
for field results. Depending on when the earthquake occurred in the tide cycle, the runup 
could be a meter higher or lower than if the tsunami occurred at mean sea level.  
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
I conducted forward modeling, based on my field observations and simulations, in 
order to recreate the earthquake parameters of the 1957 Great Aleutian Earthquake. This 
preliminary study will provide the needed information to begin to create a more 
comprehensive picture of rupture for the Aleutian subduction zone. Through applying 
modern tsunami wrackline survey methods to a wrackline from a historical event, I 
measured the runup and inundation of the tsunami produced by the 1957 tsunami. At 
seven field sites I located a continuous wrackline representing tsunami runup and 
inundation and measured a maximum runup of 17.8 m on the Pacific side and 9.4 m on 
the Bering side of Chuginadak. South Cove, a wide coastal plain, was the only field site 
with a tsunami deposit. Analysis of this deposit showed it neither thinned nor fined 
landward, as is typical of tsunami deposits. My interpretation of thickness and grain size 
indicates that likely the tsunami reflected off the cliff at the distal end of the cove, 
causing reworking of sediment and disrupting the expected thinning and fining sequence.  
 Using GeoClaw, an open-sourced tsunami model, I determined that the 1957 
earthquake was most likely a Mw 8.9 - 9.1, depending on the depth of rupture, with large 
slip in the eastern portion of the aftershock zone. Because field observations do not exist 
for the entire aftershock zone, and seismic and GPS data of the Aleutians is limited, the 
exact magnitude and depth of my source model solution will be non-unique. Model and 
field observation comparisons show that a smaller magnitude event (Mw 8.9 or 9.0) 
would be from a deep event because less slip was needed to produce observed runup. 
Inversely, a higher magnitude event (Mw 9.1), would require shallow slip only; shallow 
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slip produces less seafloor deformation than the same amount of deep slip, thus more slip 
is required to produce the observed runup.  
 The directionality of the Aleutian subduction zone poses a tsunami threat to 
countries throughout the Pacific Ocean. While earthquake and tsunami predictions are 
difficult to quantify, general rupture patterns and frequency of events can be determined 
through the study of past events. Despite the hazard posed by earthquakes that are 
generated from the Aleutian subduction zone, little previous work has been done there. 
Previous analysis of the 1957 Great Aleutian Earthquake indicated that this earthquake 
was a Mw 8.6 with most of the slip during rupture occurred in the western portion of the 
aftershock zone, and little energy being released in the east. Field investigations and 
modeling during this project showed that the magnitude of the earthquake and the amount 
of slip in the east has been greatly underestimated. With additional studies in this region, 
a more comprehensive pattern of rupture can be developed to aid in hazard predictions.  
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APPENDIXES"Appendix"A"
Earthquake*Model*Parameters*Table"A1:"Earthquake"model"parameters"for"1957Johnson."
"
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.54942 179.66036 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
1B 51.223 179.715913 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
1C 51.201657 180.432915 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
1D 50.528103 180.376578 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
2A 50.513482 181.083306 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
2B 51.187872 181.101817 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
2C 51.182217 181.819146 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
2D 50.50783 181.800368 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
3A 50.503799 182.507282 1 50 75 270 15 90 4
3B 51.178189 182.488774 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 4
3C 51.188229 183.205953 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 4
3D 50.513842 183.224734 1 50 75 270 15 90 4
4A 50.538428 183.930504 1 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
4B 51.210389 183.838012 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
4C 51.251759 184.55307 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
4D 50.579872 184.64699 1 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
5A 50.619062 185.35301 1 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
5B 51.290949 185.25901 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
5C 51.327953 185.9759 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
5D 50.655991 186.068623 1 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
6A 50.709697 186.772727 1 50 75 250 15 90 0
6B 51.375764 186.603695 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
6C 51.443948 187.316267 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
6D 50.777641 187.483127 1 50 75 250 15 90 0
7A 50.846927 188.186272 1 50 75 250 15 90 0
7B 51.512993 188.016732 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
7C 51.581166 188.731453 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
7D 50.914859 188.898805 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
8A 51.001471 189.598684 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
8B 51.657054 189.344877 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
8C 51.75991 190.051295 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 3.3
8D 51.103785 190.302052 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
9A 51.20772 190.999567 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
9B 51.863301 190.744597 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
9C 51.966142 191.454262 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
9D 51.310015 191.706145 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
10A 51.413942 192.406798 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
10B 52.069521 192.150653 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
10C 52.172346 192.863602 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
10D 51.516217 193.116624 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
11A 51.620136 193.820454 1 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
11B 52.275713 193.563118 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
11C 52.378522 194.279392 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
11D 51.722391 194.533566 1 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
67"
Table"A2:"Earthquake"model"parameters"for"1957JohnsonDS."
""""""""""""
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.54942 179.66036 1 50 75 253 15 90 3
1D 50.528103 180.376578 1 50 75 253 15 90 3
2A 50.513482 181.083306 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.6
2D 50.50783 181.800368 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.6
3A 50.503799 182.507282 1 50 75 250 15 90 8
3D 50.513842 183.224734 1 50 75 250 15 90 8
4A 50.538428 183.930504 1 50 75 250 15 90 13.8
4D 50.579872 184.64699 1 50 75 250 15 90 13.8
5A 50.619062 185.35301 1 50 75 250 15 90 9.6
5D 50.655991 186.068623 1 50 75 245 15 90 9.6
6A 50.709697 186.772727 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
6D 50.777641 187.483127 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
7A 50.846927 188.186272 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
7D 50.914859 188.898805 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
8A 51.001471 189.598684 1 50 75 245 15 90 6.6
8D 51.103785 190.302052 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
9A 51.20772 190.999567 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
9D 51.310015 191.706145 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
10A 51.413942 192.406798 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
10D 51.516217 193.116624 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
11A 51.620136 193.820454 1 50 75 245 15 90 0.64
11D 51.722391 194.533566 1 50 75 245 15 90 0.64
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Table"A3:"Earthquake"model"parameters"for"m1_20_1957.""
""
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Widt
h 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
1B 51.176049 179.723803 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
1C 51.154702 180.440075 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
2B 51.144941 181.089875 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
2C 51.147131 181.806646 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1 50 75 270 15 90 4
3B 51.146928 182.494621 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 4
3C 51.156966 183.211314 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 4
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1 50 75 270 15 90 4
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
4B 51.184500 183.804829 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
4C 51.241462 184.516868 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
5B 51.300713 185.181357 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
5C 51.368903 185.892760 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1 50 75 250 15 90 0
6B 51.443008 186.533079 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
6C 51.534374 187.240168 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1 50 75 250 15 90 0
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1 50 75 250 15 90 0
7B 51.627647 187.914725 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
7C 51.726677 188.622076 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
8B 51.828919 189.176398 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
8C 51.980722 189.862436 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1 50 75 245 15 90 20
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
9B 52.130208 190.473791 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
9C 52.303973 191.150715 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
10B 52.477163 191.812603 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
10C 52.650903 192.494886 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
11B 52.824063 193.161823 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
11C 52.997778 193.849575 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
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Table"A4:"Earthquake"model"parameters"for"m1_40_1957."
"""
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
1B 51.176049 179.723803 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
1C 51.154702 180.440075 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.5
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
2B 51.144941 181.089875 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
2C 51.147131 181.806646 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.3
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1 50 75 270 15 90 4
3B 51.146928 182.494621 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 4
3C 51.156966 183.211314 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 4
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1 50 75 270 15 90 4
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
4B 51.184500 183.804829 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
4C 51.241462 184.516868 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1 50 75 253 15 90 6.9
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
5B 51.300713 185.181357 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
5C 51.368903 185.892760 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1 50 75 253 15 90 4.8
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1 50 75 250 15 90 0
6B 51.443008 186.533079 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
6C 51.534374 187.240168 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1 50 75 250 15 90 0
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1 50 75 250 15 90 0
7B 51.627647 187.914725 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
7C 51.726677 188.622076 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 0
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
8B 51.828919 189.176398 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
8C 51.980722 189.862436 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1 50 75 245 15 90 40
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
9B 52.130208 190.473791 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
9C 52.303973 191.150715 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
10B 52.477163 191.812603 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
10C 52.650903 192.494886 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1 50 75 245 15 90 0
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
11B 52.824063 193.161823 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
11C 52.997778 193.849575 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1 50 75 245 15 90 0.32
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Table"A5:"Earthquake"model"parameters"for"u_6_1957."
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
1B 51.176049 179.723803 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
1C 51.154702 180.440075 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
2B 51.144941 181.089875 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
2C 51.147131 181.806646 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
3B 51.146928 182.494621 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
3C 51.156966 183.211314 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1 50 75 270 15 90 1.4
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1 50 75 253 15 90 1.4
4B 51.184500 183.804829 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 1.4
4C 51.241462 184.516868 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 1.4
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1 50 75 253 15 90 1.4
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1 50 75 253 15 90 1.4
5B 51.300713 185.181357 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 1.4
5C 51.368903 185.892760 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 1.4
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1 50 75 253 15 90 1.4
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1 50 75 250 15 90 1.4
6B 51.443008 186.533079 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 1.4
6C 51.534374 187.240168 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 1.4
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1 50 75 250 15 90 1.4
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1 50 75 250 15 90 1.4
7B 51.627647 187.914725 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 1.4
7C 51.726677 188.622076 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 1.4
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
8B 51.828919 189.176398 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
8C 51.980722 189.862436 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
9B 52.130208 190.473791 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
9C 52.303973 191.150715 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
10B 52.477163 191.812603 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
10C 52.650903 192.494886 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
11B 52.824063 193.161823 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
11C 52.997778 193.849575 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1 50 75 245 15 90 1.4
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Table A6: Earthquake model parameters for u_7_1957. 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1 50 75 270 15 90 2
1B 51.176049 179.723803 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2
1C 51.154702 180.440075 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1 50 75 270 15 90 2
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1 50 75 270 15 90 2
2B 51.144941 181.089875 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2
2C 51.147131 181.806646 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1 50 75 270 15 90 2
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1 50 75 270 15 90 2
3B 51.146928 182.494621 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2
3C 51.156966 183.211314 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1 50 75 270 15 90 2
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1 50 75 253 15 90 2
4B 51.184500 183.804829 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 2
4C 51.241462 184.516868 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 2
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1 50 75 253 15 90 2
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1 50 75 253 15 90 2
5B 51.300713 185.181357 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 2
5C 51.368903 185.892760 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 2
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1 50 75 253 15 90 2
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1 50 75 250 15 90 2
6B 51.443008 186.533079 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 2
6C 51.534374 187.240168 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 2
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1 50 75 250 15 90 2
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1 50 75 250 15 90 2
7B 51.627647 187.914725 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 2
7C 51.726677 188.622076 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 2
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1 50 75 245 15 90 2
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1 50 75 245 15 90 2
8B 51.828919 189.176398 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2
8C 51.980722 189.862436 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1 50 75 245 15 90 2
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1 50 75 245 15 90 2
9B 52.130208 190.473791 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2
9C 52.303973 191.150715 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1 50 75 245 15 90 2
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1 50 75 245 15 90 2
10B 52.477163 191.812603 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2
10C 52.650903 192.494886 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1 50 75 245 15 90 2
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1 50 75 245 15 90 2
11B 52.824063 193.161823 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2
11C 52.997778 193.849575 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1 50 75 245 15 90 2
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Table A7: Earthquake model parameters for u_8_1957. 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
1B 51.176049 179.723803 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
1C 51.154702 180.440075 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
2B 51.144941 181.089875 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
2C 51.147131 181.806646 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
3B 51.146928 182.494621 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
3C 51.156966 183.211314 20.4 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1 50 75 270 15 90 2.8
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1 50 75 253 15 90 2.8
4B 51.184500 183.804829 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 2.8
4C 51.241462 184.516868 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 2.8
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1 50 75 253 15 90 2.8
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1 50 75 253 15 90 2.8
5B 51.300713 185.181357 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 2.8
5C 51.368903 185.892760 20.4 50 75 253 15 90 2.8
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1 50 75 253 15 90 2.8
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
6B 51.443008 186.533079 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
6C 51.534374 187.240168 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
7B 51.627647 187.914725 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
7C 51.726677 188.622076 20.4 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
8B 51.828919 189.176398 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
8C 51.980722 189.862436 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
9B 52.130208 190.473791 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
9C 52.303973 191.150715 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
10B 52.477163 191.812603 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
10C 52.650903 192.494886 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
11B 52.824063 193.161823 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
11C 52.997778 193.849575 20.4 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
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Table A8: Earthquake model parameters for us_6_1957. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Widt
h 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1 50 75 253 15 90 2.8
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1 50 75 253 15 90 2.8
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1 50 75 250 15 90 2.8
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1 50 75 245 15 90 2.8
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Table A9: Earthquake model parameters for us_7_1957. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Widt
h 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1 50 75 253 15 90 4
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1 50 75 253 15 90 4
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1 50 75 250 15 90 4
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1 50 75 250 15 90 4
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1 50 75 250 15 90 4
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1 50 75 250 15 90 4
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1 50 75 250 15 90 4
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1 50 75 250 15 90 4
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1 50 75 250 15 90 4
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1 50 75 245 15 90 4
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Table A10: Earthquake model parameters for us_8_1957. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1 50 75 253 15 90 5.5
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1 50 75 253 15 90 5.5
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1 50 75 250 15 90 5.5
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1 50 75 250 15 90 5.5
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1 50 75 250 15 90 5.5
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1 50 75 250 15 90 5.5
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1 50 75 250 15 90 5.5
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1 50 75 250 15 90 5.5
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1 50 75 250 15 90 5.5
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1 50 75 245 15 90 5.5
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Table A11: Earthquake model parameters for 1957BigE8. 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1.0 50 75 273 10.52 90 0.9
1B 51.176049 179.723803 46.2 50 75 273 24.61 90 0.9
1C 51.154702 180.440075 41.3 50 75 273 22.05 90 0.9
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1.0 50 75 273 9.19 90 0.9
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1.0 50 75 270 9.06 90 0.8
2B 51.144941 181.089875 37.0 50 75 270 18.83 90 0.8
2C 51.147131 181.806646 32.8 50 75 270 16.44 90 0.8
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1.0 50 75 270 8.22 90 0.8
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1.0 50 75 269 9.02 90 2.15
3B 51.146928 182.494621 33.2 50 75 269 15.98 90 2.15
3C 51.156966 183.211314 33.7 50 75 269 17.99 90 2.15
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1.0 50 75 269 7.37 90 2.15
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1.0 50 75 263 4.58 90 3.6
4B 51.184500 183.804829 30.0 50 75 263 17.93 90 3.6
4C 51.241462 184.516868 31.2 50 75 263 16.84 90 3.6
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1.0 50 75 263 6.62 90 3.6
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1.0 50 75 261 8.59 90 2.55
5B 51.300713 185.181357 35.6 50 75 261 18.21 90 2.55
5C 51.368903 185.892760 35.5 50 75 261 19.28 90 2.55
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1.0 50 75 261 7.49 90 2.55
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1.0 50 75 258 6.22 90 0
6B 51.443008 186.533079 32.3 50 75 258 18.09 90 0
6C 51.534374 187.240168 31.3 50 75 258 17.19 90 0
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1.0 50 75 258 6.34 90 0
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1.0 50 75 257 6.22 90 0
7B 51.627647 187.914725 31.8 50 75 257 17.68 90 0
7C 51.726677 188.622076 32.4 50 75 257 19.44 90 0
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1.0 50 75 257 4.96 90 0
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1.0 50 75 250 5.66 90 0
8B 51.828919 189.176398 34.6 50 75 250 20.4 90 0
8C 51.980722 189.862436 34.3 50 75 250 19.44 90 7
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1.0 50 75 250 6.41 90 7
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1.0 50 75 247 5.24 90 7
9B 52.130208 190.473791 31.7 50 75 247 18.57 90 7
9C 52.303973 191.150715 32.1 50 75 247 18.49 90 7
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1.0 50 75 247 5.63 90 7
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1.0 50 75 247 5.83 90 7
10B 52.477163 191.812603 34.1 50 75 247 19.86 90 7
10C 52.650903 192.494886 33.0 50 75 247 20.15 90 7
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1.0 50 75 247 4.69 90 7
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1.0 50 75 247 5.15 90 7
11B 52.824063 193.161823 34.1 50 75 247 20.56 90 7
11C 52.997778 193.849575 34.4 50 75 247 20.39 90 7
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1.0 50 75 247 5.49 90 7
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Table A12: Earthquake model parameters for 1957BigE9. 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1.0 50 75 273 10.52 90 0.9
1B 51.176049 179.723803 46.2 50 75 273 24.61 90 0.9
1C 51.154702 180.440075 41.3 50 75 273 22.05 90 0.9
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1.0 50 75 273 9.19 90 0.9
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1.0 50 75 270 9.06 90 0.8
2B 51.144941 181.089875 37.0 50 75 270 18.83 90 0.8
2C 51.147131 181.806646 32.8 50 75 270 16.44 90 0.8
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1.0 50 75 270 8.22 90 0.8
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1.0 50 75 269 9.02 90 2.15
3B 51.146928 182.494621 33.2 50 75 269 15.98 90 2.15
3C 51.156966 183.211314 33.7 50 75 269 17.99 90 2.15
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1.0 50 75 269 7.37 90 2.15
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1.0 50 75 263 4.58 90 3.6
4B 51.184500 183.804829 30.0 50 75 263 17.93 90 3.6
4C 51.241462 184.516868 31.2 50 75 263 16.84 90 3.6
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1.0 50 75 263 6.62 90 3.6
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1.0 50 75 261 8.59 90 2.55
5B 51.300713 185.181357 35.6 50 75 261 18.21 90 2.55
5C 51.368903 185.892760 35.5 50 75 261 19.28 90 2.55
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1.0 50 75 261 7.49 90 2.55
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1.0 50 75 258 6.22 90 0
6B 51.443008 186.533079 32.3 50 75 258 18.09 90 0
6C 51.534374 187.240168 31.3 50 75 258 17.19 90 0
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1.0 50 75 258 6.34 90 0
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1.0 50 75 257 6.22 90 0
7B 51.627647 187.914725 31.8 50 75 257 17.68 90 0
7C 51.726677 188.622076 32.4 50 75 257 19.44 90 0
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1.0 50 75 257 4.96 90 0
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1.0 50 75 250 5.66 90 0
8B 51.828919 189.176398 34.6 50 75 250 20.4 90 0
8C 51.980722 189.862436 34.3 50 75 250 19.44 90 11
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1.0 50 75 250 6.41 90 11
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1.0 50 75 247 5.24 90 11
9B 52.130208 190.473791 31.7 50 75 247 18.57 90 11
9C 52.303973 191.150715 32.1 50 75 247 18.49 90 11
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1.0 50 75 247 5.63 90 11
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1.0 50 75 247 5.83 90 11
10B 52.477163 191.812603 34.1 50 75 247 19.86 90 11
10C 52.650903 192.494886 33.0 50 75 247 20.15 90 11
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1.0 50 75 247 4.69 90 11
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1.0 50 75 247 5.15 90 11
11B 52.824063 193.161823 34.1 50 75 247 20.56 90 11
11C 52.997778 193.849575 34.4 50 75 247 20.39 90 11
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1.0 50 75 247 5.49 90 11
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Table A13: Earthquake model parameters for 1957BigE0. 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1.0 50 75 273 10.52 90 0.9
1B 51.176049 179.723803 46.2 50 75 273 24.61 90 0.9
1C 51.154702 180.440075 41.3 50 75 273 22.05 90 0.9
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1.0 50 75 273 9.19 90 0.9
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1.0 50 75 270 9.06 90 0.8
2B 51.144941 181.089875 37.0 50 75 270 18.83 90 0.8
2C 51.147131 181.806646 32.8 50 75 270 16.44 90 0.8
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1.0 50 75 270 8.22 90 0.8
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1.0 50 75 269 9.02 90 2.15
3B 51.146928 182.494621 33.2 50 75 269 15.98 90 2.15
3C 51.156966 183.211314 33.7 50 75 269 17.99 90 2.15
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1.0 50 75 269 7.37 90 2.15
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1.0 50 75 263 4.58 90 3.6
4B 51.184500 183.804829 30.0 50 75 263 17.93 90 3.6
4C 51.241462 184.516868 31.2 50 75 263 16.84 90 3.6
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1.0 50 75 263 6.62 90 3.6
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1.0 50 75 261 8.59 90 2.55
5B 51.300713 185.181357 35.6 50 75 261 18.21 90 2.55
5C 51.368903 185.892760 35.5 50 75 261 19.28 90 2.55
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1.0 50 75 261 7.49 90 2.55
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1.0 50 75 258 6.22 90 0
6B 51.443008 186.533079 32.3 50 75 258 18.09 90 0
6C 51.534374 187.240168 31.3 50 75 258 17.19 90 0
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1.0 50 75 258 6.34 90 0
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1.0 50 75 257 6.22 90 0
7B 51.627647 187.914725 31.8 50 75 257 17.68 90 0
7C 51.726677 188.622076 32.4 50 75 257 19.44 90 0
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1.0 50 75 257 4.96 90 0
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1.0 50 75 250 5.66 90 0
8B 51.828919 189.176398 34.6 50 75 250 20.4 90 0
8C 51.980722 189.862436 34.3 50 75 250 19.44 90 17
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1.0 50 75 250 6.41 90 17
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1.0 50 75 247 5.24 90 17
9B 52.130208 190.473791 31.7 50 75 247 18.57 90 17
9C 52.303973 191.150715 32.1 50 75 247 18.49 90 17
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1.0 50 75 247 5.63 90 17
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1.0 50 75 247 5.83 90 17
10B 52.477163 191.812603 34.1 50 75 247 19.86 90 17
10C 52.650903 192.494886 33.0 50 75 247 20.15 90 17
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1.0 50 75 247 4.69 90 17
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1.0 50 75 247 5.15 90 17
11B 52.824063 193.161823 34.1 50 75 247 20.56 90 17
11C 52.997778 193.849575 34.4 50 75 247 20.39 90 17
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1.0 50 75 247 5.49 90 17
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Table A14: Earthquake model parameters for 1957BigE1. 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1.0 50 75 273 10.52 90 0.9
1B 51.176049 179.723803 46.2 50 75 273 24.61 90 0.9
1C 51.154702 180.440075 41.3 50 75 273 22.05 90 0.9
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1.0 50 75 273 9.19 90 0.9
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1.0 50 75 270 9.06 90 0.8
2B 51.144941 181.089875 37.0 50 75 270 18.83 90 0.8
2C 51.147131 181.806646 32.8 50 75 270 16.44 90 0.8
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1.0 50 75 270 8.22 90 0.8
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1.0 50 75 269 9.02 90 2.15
3B 51.146928 182.494621 33.2 50 75 269 15.98 90 2.15
3C 51.156966 183.211314 33.7 50 75 269 17.99 90 2.15
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1.0 50 75 269 7.37 90 2.15
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1.0 50 75 263 4.58 90 3.6
4B 51.184500 183.804829 30.0 50 75 263 17.93 90 3.6
4C 51.241462 184.516868 31.2 50 75 263 16.84 90 3.6
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1.0 50 75 263 6.62 90 3.6
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1.0 50 75 261 8.59 90 2.55
5B 51.300713 185.181357 35.6 50 75 261 18.21 90 2.55
5C 51.368903 185.892760 35.5 50 75 261 19.28 90 2.55
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1.0 50 75 261 7.49 90 2.55
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1.0 50 75 258 6.22 90 0
6B 51.443008 186.533079 32.3 50 75 258 18.09 90 0
6C 51.534374 187.240168 31.3 50 75 258 17.19 90 0
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1.0 50 75 258 6.34 90 0
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1.0 50 75 257 6.22 90 0
7B 51.627647 187.914725 31.8 50 75 257 17.68 90 0
7C 51.726677 188.622076 32.4 50 75 257 19.44 90 0
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1.0 50 75 257 4.96 90 0
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1.0 50 75 250 5.66 90 0
8B 51.828919 189.176398 34.6 50 75 250 20.4 90 0
8C 51.980722 189.862436 34.3 50 75 250 19.44 90 26
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1.0 50 75 250 6.41 90 26
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1.0 50 75 247 5.24 90 26
9B 52.130208 190.473791 31.7 50 75 247 18.57 90 26
9C 52.303973 191.150715 32.1 50 75 247 18.49 90 26
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1.0 50 75 247 5.63 90 26
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1.0 50 75 247 5.83 90 26
10B 52.477163 191.812603 34.1 50 75 247 19.86 90 26
10C 52.650903 192.494886 33.0 50 75 247 20.15 90 26
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1.0 50 75 247 4.69 90 26
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1.0 50 75 247 5.15 90 26
11B 52.824063 193.161823 34.1 50 75 247 20.56 90 26
11C 52.997778 193.849575 34.4 50 75 247 20.39 90 26
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1.0 50 75 247 5.49 90 26
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Table A15: Earthquake model parameters for d1957BigE1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1B 51.176049 179.723803 46.2 50 75 273 24.61 90 1.35
1C 51.154702 180.440075 41.3 50 75 273 22.05 90 1.35
2B 51.144941 181.089875 37.0 50 75 270 18.83 90 1.2
2C 51.147131 181.806646 32.8 50 75 270 16.44 90 1.2
3B 51.146928 182.494621 33.2 50 75 269 15.98 90 3.225
3C 51.156966 183.211314 33.7 50 75 269 17.99 90 3.225
4B 51.184500 183.804829 30.0 50 75 263 17.93 90 5.4
4C 51.241462 184.516868 31.2 50 75 263 16.84 90 5.4
5B 51.300713 185.181357 35.6 50 75 261 18.21 90 3.825
5C 51.368903 185.892760 35.5 50 75 261 19.28 90 3.825
6B 51.443008 186.533079 32.3 50 75 258 18.09 90 0
6C 51.534374 187.240168 31.3 50 75 258 17.19 90 0
7B 51.627647 187.914725 31.8 50 75 257 17.68 90 0
7C 51.726677 188.622076 32.4 50 75 257 19.44 90 0
8B 51.828919 189.176398 34.6 50 75 250 20.4 90 0
8C 51.980722 189.862436 34.3 50 75 250 19.44 90 39
9B 52.130208 190.473791 31.7 50 75 247 18.57 90 39
9C 52.303973 191.150715 32.1 50 75 247 18.49 90 39
10B 52.477163 191.812603 34.1 50 75 247 19.86 90 39
10C 52.650903 192.494886 33.0 50 75 247 20.15 90 39
11B 52.824063 193.161823 34.1 50 75 247 20.56 90 39
11C 52.997778 193.849575 34.4 50 75 247 20.39 90 39
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Table A16: Earthquake model parameters for s1957BigE1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1 50 75 273 18.83 90 1.35
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1 50 75 273 9.19 90 1.35
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1 50 75 270 9.06 90 1.2
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1 50 75 270 8.22 90 1.2
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1 50 75 269 9.02 90 3.225
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1 50 75 269 7.37 90 3.225
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1 50 75 263 4.58 90 5.4
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1 50 75 263 6.62 90 5.4
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1 50 75 261 8.59 90 3.825
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1 50 75 261 7.49 90 3.825
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1 50 75 258 6.22 90 0
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1 50 75 258 6.34 90 0
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1 50 75 257 6.22 90 0
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1 50 75 257 4.96 90 0
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1 50 75 250 5.66 90 0
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1 50 75 250 6.41 90 39
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1 50 75 247 5.24 90 39
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1 50 75 247 5.63 90 39
10A 51.857076 192.245292 1 50 75 247 5.83 90 39
10D 52.029250 192.923227 1 50 75 247 4.69 90 39
11A 52.203985 193.597958 1 50 75 247 5.15 90 39
11D 52.376115 194.281273 1 50 75 247 5.49 90 39
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Table A17: Earthquake model parameters for aftershock. 
 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1A 50.502469 179.668305 1.0 50 75 273 10.52 90 2.7
1B 51.176049 179.723803 46.2 50 75 273 24.61 90 2.7
1C 51.154702 180.440075 41.3 50 75 273 22.05 90 2.7
1D 50.481148 180.383796 1.0 50 75 273 9.19 90 2.7
2A 50.470449 181.089875 1.0 50 75 270 9.06 90 2.4
2B 51.144941 181.089875 37.0 50 75 270 18.83 90 2.4
2C 51.147131 181.806646 32.8 50 75 270 16.44 90 2.4
2D 50.472640 181.806646 1.0 50 75 270 8.22 90 2.4
3A 50.472538 182.513116 1.0 50 75 269 9.02 90 6.45
3B 51.146928 182.494621 33.2 50 75 269 15.98 90 6.45
3C 51.156966 183.211314 33.7 50 75 269 17.99 90 6.45
3D 50.482579 183.230082 1.0 50 75 269 7.37 90 6.45
4A 50.514965 183.934097 1.0 50 75 263 4.58 90 10.8
4B 51.184500 183.804829 30.0 50 75 263 17.93 90 10.8
4C 51.241462 184.516868 31.2 50 75 263 16.84 90 10.8
4D 50.572071 184.648166 1.0 50 75 263 6.62 90 10.8
5A 50.634647 185.350112 1.0 50 75 261 8.59 90 7.65
5B 51.300713 185.181357 35.6 50 75 261 18.21 90 7.65
5C 51.368903 185.892760 35.5 50 75 261 19.28 90 7.65
5D 50.702597 186.059354 1.0 50 75 261 7.49 90 7.65
6A 50.783470 186.758065 1.0 50 75 258 6.22 90 0
6B 51.443008 186.533079 32.3 50 75 258 18.09 90 0
6C 51.534374 187.240168 31.3 50 75 258 17.19 90 0
6D 50.874410 187.462398 1.0 50 75 258 6.34 90 0
7A 50.970695 188.159139 1.0 50 75 257 6.22 90 0
7B 51.627647 187.914725 31.8 50 75 257 17.68 90 0
7C 51.726677 188.622076 32.4 50 75 257 19.44 90 0
7D 51.069223 188.863529 1.0 50 75 257 4.96 90 0
8A 51.195692 189.549669 1.0 50 75 250 5.66 90 0
8B 51.828919 189.176398 34.6 50 75 250 20.4 90 0
8C 51.980722 189.862436 34.3 50 75 250 19.44 90 32
8D 51.346323 190.231763 1.0 50 75 250 6.41 90 32
9A 51.510110 190.903102 1.0 50 75 247 5.24 90 32
9B 52.130208 190.473791 31.7 50 75 247 18.57 90 32
9C 52.303973 191.150715 32.1 50 75 247 18.49 90 32
9D 51.682329 191.575767 1.0 50 75 247 5.63 90 32
10B 52.477163 191.812603 1.0 50 75 247 19.86 90 32
10C 52.650903 192.494886 34.1 50 75 247 20.15 90 32
11B 52.824063 193.161823 33.0 50 75 247 20.56 90 32
11C 52.997778 193.849575 1.0 50 75 247 20.39 90 32
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Table A18: Earthquake model parameters for aftershock1957D. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1B 51.176049 179.723803 46.2 50 75 273 24.61 90 1.35
1C 51.154702 180.440075 41.3 50 75 273 22.05 90 1.35
2B 51.144941 181.089875 37.0 50 75 270 18.83 90 1.2
2C 51.147131 181.806646 32.8 50 75 270 16.44 90 1.2
3B 51.146928 182.494621 33.2 50 75 269 15.98 90 3.225
3C 51.156966 183.211314 33.7 50 75 269 17.99 90 3.225
4B 51.184500 183.804829 30.0 50 75 263 17.93 90 5.4
4C 51.241462 184.516868 31.2 50 75 263 16.84 90 5.4
5B 51.300713 185.181357 35.6 50 75 261 18.21 90 3.825
5C 51.368903 185.892760 35.5 50 75 261 19.28 90 3.825
6B 51.443008 186.533079 32.3 50 75 258 18.09 90 0
6C 51.534374 187.240168 31.3 50 75 258 17.19 90 0
7B 51.627647 187.914725 31.8 50 75 257 17.68 90 0
7C 51.726677 188.622076 32.4 50 75 257 19.44 90 0
8B 51.828919 189.176398 34.6 50 75 250 20.4 90 0
8C 51.980722 189.862436 34.3 50 75 250 19.44 90 33
9B 52.130208 190.473791 31.7 50 75 247 18.57 90 24
9C 52.303973 191.150715 32.1 50 75 247 18.49 90 24
10B 52.477163 191.812603 34.1 50 75 247 19.86 90 24
10C 52.650903 192.494886 33.0 50 75 247 20.15 90 24
11B 52.824063 193.161823 34.1 50 75 247 20.56 90 24
11C 52.997778 193.849575 34.4 50 75 247 20.39 90 37
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Table A19: Earthquake model parameters for extrasubfaultD. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1B 51.176049 179.723803 46.2 50 75 273 24.61 90 1.35
1C 51.154702 180.440075 41.3 50 75 273 22.05 90 1.35
2B 51.144941 181.089875 37.0 50 75 270 18.83 90 1.2
2C 51.147131 181.806646 32.8 50 75 270 16.44 90 1.2
3B 51.146928 182.494621 33.2 50 75 269 15.98 90 3.225
3C 51.156966 183.211314 33.7 50 75 269 17.99 90 3.225
4B 51.184500 183.804829 30.0 50 75 263 17.93 90 5.4
4C 51.241462 184.516868 31.2 50 75 263 16.84 90 5.4
5B 51.300713 185.181357 35.6 50 75 261 18.21 90 3.825
5C 51.368903 185.892760 35.5 50 75 261 19.28 90 3.825
6B 51.443008 186.533079 32.3 50 75 258 18.09 90 0
6C 51.534374 187.240168 31.3 50 75 258 17.19 90 0
7B 51.627647 187.914725 31.8 50 75 257 17.68 90 0
7C 51.726677 188.622076 32.4 50 75 257 19.44 90 0
8B 51.828919 189.176398 34.6 50 75 250 20.4 90 0
8C 51.980722 189.862436 34.3 50 75 250 19.44 90 25
9B 52.130208 190.473791 31.7 50 75 247 18.57 90 25
9C 52.303973 191.150715 32.1 50 75 247 18.49 90 30
10B 52.477163 191.812603 34.1 50 75 247 19.86 90 30
10C 52.650903 192.494886 33.0 50 75 247 20.15 90 29
11B 52.824063 193.161823 34.1 50 75 247 20.56 90 29
11C 52.997778 193.849575 34.4 50 75 247 20.39 90 29
12B 53.1709051 194.5216636 34.4 50 75 247 20.39 90 23
12C 53.34459545 195.2149972 34.4 50 75 247 20.39 90 23
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Table A20: Earthquake model parameters for stardust. 
 
Subfault Latitude Longitude
Depth 
(km)
Length 
(km)
Width 
(km) Strike Dip Rake
Slip 
(m)
1B 51.176049 179.723803 46.2 50 75 273 24.61 90 1.35
1C 51.154702 180.440075 41.3 50 75 273 22.05 90 1.35
2B 51.144941 181.089875 37.0 50 75 270 18.83 90 1.2
2C 51.147131 181.806646 32.8 50 75 270 16.44 90 1.2
3B 51.146928 182.494621 33.2 50 75 269 15.98 90 3.225
3C 51.156966 183.211314 33.7 50 75 269 17.99 90 3.225
4B 51.184500 183.804829 30.0 50 75 263 17.93 90 5.4
4C 51.241462 184.516868 31.2 50 75 263 16.84 90 5.4
5B 51.300713 185.181357 35.6 50 75 261 18.21 90 3.825
5C 51.368903 185.892760 35.5 50 75 261 19.28 90 3.825
6B 51.443008 186.533079 32.3 50 75 258 18.09 90 0
6C 51.534374 187.240168 31.3 50 75 258 17.19 90 0
7B 51.627647 187.914725 31.8 50 75 257 17.68 90 0
7C 51.726677 188.622076 32.4 50 75 257 19.44 90 0
8B 51.828919 189.176398 34.6 50 75 250 20.4 90 0
8C 51.980722 189.862436 34.3 50 75 250 19.44 90 33
9B 52.130208 190.473791 31.7 50 75 247 18.57 90 20
9C 52.303973 191.150715 32.1 50 75 247 18.49 90 20
10B 52.477163 191.812603 34.1 50 75 247 19.86 90 24
10C 52.650903 192.494886 33.0 50 75 247 20.15 90 24
11B 52.824063 193.161823 34.1 50 75 247 20.56 90 28
11C 52.997778 193.849575 34.4 50 75 247 20.39 90 37
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Figure A1 (figure on next page): Simulation runup results from u_6_1957, 
u_7_1957m u_8_1957, us_6_1957, us_7_1957, and us_8_1957 for all field sites. 
The dashed line denotes the observed runup.  
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